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ABSTRACT (en) 
Radio Cinema has become more and more popular in Copenhagen - escalating since the              
first Radio Cinema event was held in 2013. Now, it is monthly taking place in Gloria                
Biograf. The audience meets in the darkened cinema auditory and listens to a curated              
program of podcasts. In this article we investigate how the experience of participating in              
a Radio Cinema event feels through the theory of Sarah Pink’s ​Doing Sensory             
Ethnography (2009). In the first part of the article we introduce the concepts of an               
ethnographic place and ​emplacement​. We emphasise phenomenology in order to develop           
an understanding of sensory perception. In the second part, we construct our own             
ethnographic place through creative writing based on field notes, interviews and           
participant observations. This is presented as an ethnographic vignette, soundscapes and           
photos. In the third part we conceptualise the event as enacted array of narratives in               
order to argue that stories can represent emplacement. We classify the Radio Cinema as              
an acoustic place. This analytic concept allows us to investigate the importance of the              
qualities of the sound, in the absence of the movie’s visuals and the immersive darkness.               
This is an ethnographic study of the auditory place-making in the Radio Cinema. 
 
Key words: 
being- ​in-​the-​world // acoustical place // emplaced knowledge // sensory ethnography //           
placemaking // sense​ of​ place // Radio Cinema 
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ABSTRACT (da) 
Den første Radiobiograf fandt sted i 2013. Siden er Radiobiografen blevet en populær             
begivenhed i København, der afholdes månedligt i Gloria Biograf. Publikum mødes i            
biografens mørke og lytter til et kurateret program af podcasts. I denne artikel             
undersøger vi, hvordan det føles at opleve og deltage i Radiobiografen. Til dette bruger vi               
Sarah Pinks (2009) teori og metodologi fra hendes bog “Doing Sensory Ethnography”. I             
første del af artiklen introducerer vi koncepterne ​ethnographic place og ​emplacement​. Vi            
benytter fænomenologien til at udvikle en forståelse af sanselig perception. I anden del af              
artiklen konstruerer vi et etnografisk sted gennem et fiktions afsnit ​baseret på feltnoter,             
interviews og deltagerobservationer. Dette præsenteres som en etnografisk vignette,         
lydbilleder ( ​soundscapes​) og fotografier. I tredje del undersøger vi, hvordan Radiobiograf           
kan begribes som en opført begivenhed i en matrix af narrativer for at foreslå, at               
fortællinger kan gengive sted. Vi klassificerer Radiobiografen som et akustisk sted, dette            
analytiske koncept danner grundlag for en undersøgelse af vigtigheden af lydkvalitet,           
fraværet af filmens visuelle stimuli og det immersive mørke. Dette er et etnografisk studie              
af lyds måde at skabe sted på i Radiobiografen. 
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INTRODUCTION  
What would make 1001 picky young people sit in a dark windowless cinema for 3,5               
hours, without even watching a movie?  1
 
In 2013 a group of radio enthusiasts organized the first ​Radiobiograf - ​the first Radio               
Cinema. The concept was simply to present a curated sequence of podcasts to an              
audience sitting in a darkened cinema auditorium. It was not a new or original concept;               
similar events had been organised in Denmark prior to the Radio Cinema. But in 2013 the                
timing just seemed right, catching the hype of independently produced radio podcasts            
and presenting a well curated event to the listeners, who wanted guidance navigating             
through the jungle of podcasts out there. The organizers choose existing podcasts to             
create an experience pivoting around a main topic that changes from event to event.              
Today, the concept of the Copenhagen Radio Cinema is still the same as when              
introduced. Events are held at Gloria Biograf, a small art-house cinema, in the center of               
Copenhagen on a regular basis: the first Tuesday of every month, the Radio Cinema is               
presented twice, at 7 pm and at 9 pm. 
Besides the monthly events, there are other irregular events, some of them            
realized by the same organizers, others hosted by different groups. In august 2015, more              
than a thousand people attended a single Radio Cinema in Imperial Theater, the biggest              
cinema in Scandinavia (Nielsen 2015). 
1000 people came to the cinema to sit in a dark cinema auditorium for over three                
hours, in order to listen to audio! It is this popularity, which made us look closer. Had it                  
been a newly opened 3D cinema or the release of a video game, we would not have been                  
surprised. It seems like mainstream entertainment events outperform each other with the            
number of senses they promise to stimulate, in order to draw “you into something as               
close to reality as you have ever experienced” . In a time when multisensory stimulation is               2
en vogue, the success of an event, where only one sense is put into center stage, seems                 
anachronistic.  
1 Cleve 2015 
2 From an advertisement for IMAX cinemas: http://www.imax.com/content/imax­difference [12/12/15] 
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One of the authors of this article attended several of the Radio Cinema shows              
herself before we started our fieldwork. Together we wondered, why the events have             
become so popular and why so many people would pay money to listen to podcasts, they                
could also stream for free online. What is the attraction of an event where the spectacle of                 
the cinema is reduced to mere sound? 
The term podcast – which is the medium used in the Radio Cinema – appeared               
for the first time in 2004, and was named word of the year in 2005 by the New Oxford                   
American dictionary (Bierma 2005). The word is a compound of the words iPod – the               
well-known mp3-player developed by ​Apple - and broadcasting. It was not Apple who             
invented podcasts, but Apple was one of the first companies to include the technology in               
their media player software iTunes. Podcasts are digital audio and/or video files which are              
distributed on the Internet, so the audience can listen to ‘what they want, when they               
want, where they want, and how they want’ (Jham et al. 2008: 278-279). Additionally, it is                
possible to subscribe to a podcast. This means, that the podcast software automatically             
downloads the newest episode of the subscribed show.  
While speaking to attendees of the Radio Cinema, we soon found out that most of               
the people going to the Radio Cinema are also listening to podcasts privately, at home or                
on the go. They attend the Radio Cinema, because they like listening to podcasts and they                
want to experience it together with others in the setting of a darkened cinema              
auditorium. 
But how does the experience of going to the Radio Cinema feel like? That is the                
question we try to answer in this article. What is the experience that makes people choose                
darkness over being bathed in the light of color- and motionful movie pictures? To              
answer this question we are not interested in the media, nor in the event, our focal point                 
are the individuals, who attend the Radio Cinema. We want to know, how it ​feels to                
experience the Radio Cinema.  
This is where our article starts. In the first part we present the approach we are                
following in our ethnographic study of the Radio Cinema. To do this we turn to Sarah                
Pink’s sensory ethnography. By asking how we sense, what is a place and how are these                
two aspects connected, we arrive at the idea of the ethnographic place. In the second part                
we construct our own ethnographic place through fictional writing, photography and           
sounds, to engage with the question: what is the experience of the Radio Cinema? In the                
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third part we use a concept of society as being narrated in order to ask: why do we                  
experience, what we describe in the fictional narrative? 
 
SENSING EXPERIENCE 
To study the Radio Cinema from the attendants’ perspective, we are interested in how              
they experience the event. In this part we draw on Pink’s concept of sensory ethnography               
(2009), which is based on Merleau-Ponty’s notion of phenomenology (2002 [1962]), to            
develop our understanding of sensory perception.  
In 1907 the senses were for the first time highlighted by Georg Simmel, who              
stressed the importance of the senses for interpersonal relationships in his article            
'Soziologie der Sinne' (Simmel 1993 [1907]: 276-292). However, it was not until the 1980s,              
when discourses about reflexivity and the embodiment of knowledge in cultural and            
social anthropology emerged and today's understanding of a sensory anthropology was           
shaped (Pink 2009: 14). In recent years the role of the senses for our ​being-in-the-world               
has been given increasingly more attention in the fields of social science and human              
geography (MacDougall 1999: 3; Pink 2009: 7-22). 
Pink (2009: 26-29) conceptualises the senses as interconnected through embodied          
knowledge: perceptions is an interaction between stimuli through the material world and            
bodily knowledge. It is the interconnection between the senses that makes it possible to              
stimulate ​non-auditory senses with auditory data. For example, the sound of waves can             
synaesthetically evoke the visual sensations of the sea, or the other way around: looking              
at the sea might evoke a sensation of hearing waves. At the same time these examples                
suggest that sensations are determined by foreknowledge about how the sea looks and             
sounds. This knowledge is embodied and therefore subjective. In this way the            
interconnectivity of the senses is connected to the memory of the individual. 
Rodaway (1994) also understands perception as a composite of sensation and           
cognition, but argues that such a relationship is too simplified and suggests four             
necessary aspects to understand perception: 
First, perception is a reception of multiple stimuli directed to the sense organs             
from multiple sources. It deals with connections and interconnectivity in a network that             
is hyper-complex. Second, it is not a direct process, but rather interaction of evocative              
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cognitive data flowing between mind and body, and this process always takes place in a               
geographical context (Rodaway 1994: 11), so that perception stands out as an emplaced             
practice surrounded by affective causation, which Rodaway insinuates as a third defining            
point: it is a learned behaviour so “perception must take account of habituation to a given                
stimulus and increase sensitivity to another stimulus” (ibid.: 12). Perception therefore is            
cultural and a social construct, even to the “first person” perspective of            
non-representational researchers or auto-ethnographers. Forth and finally, it is corporeal;          
“it is mediated by the body and by the technological extensions employed by the body e.g.                
cars, bicycles, wheelchairs, hearing aid and binoculars, and even mundane technology           
such as clothes” (ibid.: 12). Rodaway’s examples are all material things both it applies to               
all technology. The Internet is a good example of where material and immaterial,             
invisible, factors help to extend the human body. People with smartphones literally walk             
around with the Internet in their pocket but the Internet itself is a huge invisible network                
virtually accessible to millions of people from multiple locations all around the world. 
In this article we understand the senses as being fundamental for our            
being-in-the-world​. We get to know the world through our senses and this is also true for                
the Radio Cinema, where the attendees experience through their senses. Following Pink            
and Rodaway, we understand the senses as connected. This means, that the stimulation of              
one sense can trigger cognitions by other senses. This is especially important as we expect               
the stimulation in the Radio Cinema to be mostly acoustical.  
In the next section we engage with the role of the body and environment in the                
process of sensory perception.  
 
PLACE AND EMPLACED KNOWLEDGE 
Rodaway (1994: 11) stresses the importance of the body for human perception. The act of               
perceiving has often been thought of as separating body and mind: the body senses the               
sensory stimuli and the mind constructs the experience, with the former being            
uncontrolled and the latter being controlled. The construction of the experience through            
the mind “implies the objectification of the corporeal experience by the rational(ising)            
mind” (Pink 2009: 24). 
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This model of perception, divided into body and mind, was rejected by the notion              
of embodiment. Embodiment means “to understand the body not simply as a source of              
experience and activity that would be rationalised and/or controlled by the mind, but             
itself as a source of knowledge and subsequently of agency” (ibid.: 24). This means, that               
there is bodily knowledge - which is not rationalized - and it is crucial for our sensual                 
being-in-the-world.  
Emplacement extends this body-mind entity to a body-mind-environment entity         
by arguing that the process of knowing develops in an interaction between human and              
environment (ibid.: 24-25). The body, part of the body-mind entity, is necessarily situated             
in an environment. The environment - in the form of place - should therefore not be                
omitted: “Human existence [...] is necessarily and importantly ‘in-place’” (Cresswell 2014:           
56). 
But what is ​place​? Often place is understood as space made meaningful through             
personal engagement with it (Cresswell 2004, Gieryn 2000). Gieryn sums up the concept             
of place in three aspects: Firstly, place has a ​geographic location​, which is unique.              
Therefore they have boundaries, but at the same time these boundaries are elastic.             
Secondly, places have a ​material form ​: ​Place has ​physicality. The materiality can be             
humanly built or “naturally” grown. Thirdly, places have an investment with meaning and             
value​. Places are constructed by adding meaning to the first two categories. In conclusion              
places do not just exist, places come into existence through human engagement (Gieryn             
2000: 464-465).  
This list makes clear, that while geographic location and material form are            
prerequisites, it is the attached meaning, which is the key factor for place. Only by               
attaching meaning, the geographical locations can be discriminated and only through           
attaching meaning the material forms become significant.  
Pink conceptualises “place as a coming together and ‘entanglement’ of persons,           
things, trajectories, sensations, discourses, and more" (Pink 2009: 41). It is this coming             
together of stories, in various forms, which constitute a place:  
    
If space is rather a simultaneity of stories-so-far, then places are collection of those              
stories, articulations within the wider power-geometries of space. Their character          
will be a product of these intersections within that wider setting, and of what is               
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made of them. […] And, too, of the non-meetings-up, the disconnections and the             
relations not established, the exclusions. All this contributes to the specificity of            
place (Massey 2005: 130). 
 
In this article we think of the Radio Cinema as a place - an ​entanglement (Pink 2009) or                  
throwntogetherness (Massey 1994) of stories. More precisely we think of the Radio            
Cinema as an acoustical place. This means that the sound - in the case of Radio Cinema                 
the podcast - is the essential ingredient, which turns the movie cinema into the Radio               
Cinema. Still, the audio is just one of the stories, but there are others, the ones provided                 
by the place of the movie cinema and, as Massey above stresses, the missing stories,               
foremost the absence of a movie.  
Understanding place “as an embodied relationship with the world” (Cresswell          
2014: 69), also means, that knowing the place Radio Cinema, means to know the              
experience Radio Cinema and vice versa. In the next section, we again turn to Pink’s               
sensory ethnography (2009), to describe the methodology we used for our ethnographic            
study of the Radio Cinema.  
 
SENSORY ETHNOGRAPHY 
A main goal of sensory ethnography is the construction of an ethnographic place (Pink              
2009, 2015). Ethnographic places are constructs through which ethnographers can          
represent their research, in order to communicate to an audience. For instance by writing,              
mapping, filming, talking about their research. To construct an ethnographic place, the            
sensory ethnographers “seek to know places in other people's life worlds that are similar              
to the places and ways of knowing of those others” (Pink 2009: 23), which the               
ethnographer then tries to represent in their research. Thus to create ethnographic places,             
ethnographers must try to perceive the sensation of their research-subjects as holistically            
as possible. This also means to understand emplaced knowledge – knowledge rooted in             
“the relationships between bodies, mind and the materiality and sensoriality of the            
environment” (ibid.: 24). It is important to note, that there is a difference between              
presentation and representation: “Ethnographic places are […] not the same actual, real,            
experienced places ethnographers participate in when they do fieldwork” (ibid.: 42).  
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In opposition to earlier fieldwork approaches, which tended to focus on explicit            
knowledge, sensory ethnography stresses the importance of tacit-emplaced-knowledge.        
So to understand why and how people practise and enact space in the way they do, we                 
need to gain insight in their life world and retrace the meanings they construct during               
daily practises in their everyday lives. Sensory ethnography tries to uncover embodied            
knowledge, which is fundamental to our perception of place. To study spatial practices,             
we need to attend to these subjective perceptions. 
To do this, it is not enough to conduct interviews. Although, “The interview is              
arguably the most firmly embedded research method in contemporary qualitative          
research practice” (Pink 2015: 73), just interviewing the attendees of the Radio Cinema,             
will not make us able to understand the embodied feelings the Radio Cinema produces. 
Besides semi-structured interviews with people attending the Radio Cinema and          
one of the organizers of the event, we for this reason went to the Radio Cinema                
ourselves, to observe participants and experience the event with our own bodies. In our              
participant observations we took on the perspective of the consumer, participating on            
equal terms as the other consumers visiting the Radio Cinema with the aim to be               
entertained by podcasts aired in the darkened auditory. This gave us insight into the              
perspective and the experience of the audience attending Radio Cinema. Additionally, we            
went to the Radio Cinema together with the participants. We would talk with them              
informally as well as more formally ​in situ before and just after the experience, in order                
to come to understand their experience. 
As mentioned above the sensory ethnographer is trying to “understand the           
emplacement of others” while being an individual emplaced self (Pink 2009: 34). The             
ethnographer must not only incorporate this individuality in respect to the subjects and             
environments that are under enquiry, but also in regard to the future readers of the               
research outcome: 
Getting emplaced knowledge can be understood as only the first step in a research              
project. Once the researcher thinks to have reached an emplaced understanding, the            
experiences have to be transcribed and edited for publication in a second step of the               
research project and in a third step presented to an audience. As Pink puts it: “Place can                 
indeed be said to be remade on a third level when viewers of those (audio)visual               
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recordings – including, of course, the ethnographer – use their imaginations to create             
personal/cultural understandings of the representation” (ibid.: 101). 
One of the advantages we have in our study of the Radio Cinema is that the                
attendees’ background and culture resembles our own. One author of this article was             
visiting the Radio Cinema regularly independently from the research presented and the            
other authors are at least potential attendees. This means that the differences in             
experiencing the Radio Cinema between the authors can be expected to be likely the              
difference between authors and regular attendee.  
The challenge in representation, as presented above, is not only inherent to            
sensory ethnography but to the post-structuralist non-representational theory formulated         
by Nigel Thrift (2008). As Pink outline there can be ethical or other conditions; good               
reasons to sometimes not include pictures in an ethnographic text. “However, a rich             
combination of written and visual representation can create possibilities for engaging           
them in mutual meaning making (Pink 2015: 168).” We therefore include digital            
photographs to compliment the section of creative writing to follow. 
In the next section we represent the experience Radio Cinema in a fictional             
narrative in the form of a vignette. Pink (2009) advocates the use of film, to construct and                 
present an ethnographic place. We, in a similar fashion, use fictional writing to represent              
our ethnographic place of the Radio Cinema. We are aware that it is not possible to                
represent the experience in its entirety and subjectivity. Therefore, following Pink (2009:            
99), we use the fictional narrative not mainly for representation but as a tool to do and                 
communicate our research. Ethnographic representation involves the creation of media -           
through which - the ethnographer can impart the audience in their sense of knowing              
(Pink 2015: 187). It can be summarised that in the fictional narrative we reconstruct, how               
we construct the experience of the place Radio Cinema.  
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AN EVENING AT THE RADIO CINEMA (vignette) 
In this section we describe the experience of the Radio Cinema through a fictional              
narrative, based on our own experiences, observations and talks with attendants. What            
movies are to a cinema, the podcasts are to the Radio Cinema. Namely, the content the                
audience gather to preoccupy themselves with. While the following narrative is fictional            
the podcasts we present here, are not. To all the podcasts being heard in the narrative, we                 
provide a weblink. For the best experience, we highly recommend to alternate between             
reading the fictional narrative and listening to the podcasts provided.  
 
I open my laptop at 11.50, the tickets for the Radio Cinema will be released in ten minutes                  
and are most likely gone in fifteen. I’m buying two tickets, for my friend and myself. I                 
press refresh every minute. My Credit Card placed on my laptop, I’m ready to type in the                 
digits. Refresh. Nothing. Refresh. I’m in. I’m choosing our seating, two green dots and              
already a lot of red ones - meaning they are reserved. Ah, I forgot, the placement is not                  
important, we won’t be looking at the screen anyways. I text my friend: “Got it”. 
 
A week later, my friend is already waiting for me, when I arrive at Gloria Biograf on my                  
bike. At the entrance a small group of people have gathered, smoking and chatting. We               
enter the foyer, where more people are waiting. The atmosphere is friendly and there is a                
cosy buzz of happy chatter. I have to laugh when my friend mentions how well we fit the                  
audience. It seems like seventy per cent of the attendees are also women in their 20s. 
 
We now invite you, the reader, to follow this link: ​https://youtu.be/IbPeFAxfkao​ and 
indulge in a soundscape from the Radio Cinema ​. 
[Soundscape 1] 
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[Fig. 1] Gloria Biograf 
 
Many of the attendees are drinking beer, some prefer coffee - maybe they are afraid of                
falling asleep in the dark? It is nearly 9pm and the sun went down already a couple of                  
hours ago. Drinking coffee is a commonly used drug to strive in the dark Danish winter.                
Or maybe they just like a good cup of coffee. My friend and I buy a bag of sweets instead.                    
The sugar will also work as an energizer and whenever I go to the movies, sweets are                 
mandatory. I feel like doing the same tonight. 
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 [Fig. 2] Cinema Foyer 
 
The staff invites us to enter the auditorium at nine and people start queuing. When we                
finally enter the room, some visitors are already comfortably installed in the red, velour              
seats. There is a delighted conversational humming from every corner of the room while              
we are looking for our seats. I wonder how it will be, being in a cinema with nothing                  
projected to the canvas. Do you close your eyes?  
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 [Fig. 3] The Auditorium 
 
My friend and I are comfortably seated in the soft cinema chairs and most of the other                 
seats are also taken now. Sitting beside each other, the shallow light makes us impatient;               
impatiently waiting for the show to start. Then, finally, the lights are gradually turned off.               
The only light in the room comes from the emergency signs and the entrance door, left                
ajar, allowing some light to enter the auditorium from the foyer. The shadows cast on the                
canvas look like a spectacle.  
 
Suddenly a male voice starts speaking through the speakers. Everyone shuts up            
immediately, except for the guy next to me, who is trying to open a chocolate bar, argh                 
how annoying. The male voice explains how genes mutate and how the mutations are              
passed on from generation to generation. The topic is complex and the speed in which               3
the male voice is talking makes it clear that he has explained this many times before. I                 
have to focus, or I lose the thread immediately.  
3 Practices of Enfreakment: ​https://soundcloud.com/everything­is­stories/009­practices­of­enfreakment  
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A minute later the male voice introduces himself. The man talking is called Mat and he                
has phocomelia: ‘I’ve got truncated arms, my upper arms, which are just shorter and              
where maybe an elbow would be, my hands turn in like a foot from a leg, inwards,                 
towards my body. And I have no thumbs’​.  
I got the impression of an expert talking about a rare disease. He sounded calm               
and distanced, as if he was giving a medical lecture to some soon-to-be doctors. And he is                 
an expert, but different than I thought! Mat tells us how his mother went to see a doctor                  
because she felt morning sick during her pregnancy. The doctor prescribed Thalidomide -             
at this time a new pharmaceutical, thought to be doing wonders. Mat goes on describing               
how he has learned to live with his body, affected by the drug prescribed to his mother                 
during her pregnancy, and how he became the performance artist he is today.  
 
 
[Fig. 4] In the Dark 
 
The second podcast is mostly sound, electronic music with vocal bits from radio shows,              
building up to kind of a story. I don’t like it too much and I start getting unfocused. My                   4
4 Sismo:​ ​http://loveandradio.bandcamp.com/track/adrianne­mathiowetz 
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eyes are examining the shadows thrown on the canvas and my sight is flickering in the                
gloominess. I find it hard to let my eyes find rest. I outline the shadows over and over                  
again like a finger circling on the top of a glass. 
 
The podcast finally ends and a lamp is turned on. The light is very bright and I feel like                   
being a mole breaking through the last layer of soil on a sunny day. The curator of the                  
show starts talking. He comments on the two podcasts we just heard and introduces the               
following one: The next podcast is about a strange phone call, a phone call to a chat                 
room, which ends in a very surprising way.  He smiles and turns off the lamp again. 5
 
 
[Fig. 5] The Lamp 
 
After another break we are listening to a podcast about a musician, who wrote a hundred                
songs in a day. The songs are simple and funny. I laugh and it feels like the whole crowd                   6
is laughing with me. I start feeling more comfortable with the situation and decide to               
close my eyes. It helps a bit with my restlessness. When I close my eyes I feel isolated and                   
5 The Superchat:​ ​http://loveandradio.org/2014/01/the­superchat/ 
6 100 Songs in a Day:​ ​http://thirdcoastfestival.org/library/1593­100­songs­in­a­day 
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the audience disappears from my awareness. I feel more peaceful and it helps me focus               
and concentrate. It is like I surrender to the situation. The podcast to follow is also very                 
funny, the curator fumbled a bit with his words while introducing it, maybe he was a bit                 
overwhelmed over talking in front a full room of people. The podcast is narrated by Maz                
Jobrani an Iranian-American stand up comedian and actor. He takes up serious topic like              
terrorism, race and religion;  
 
https://youtu.be/1tuw8AAvztw 
[Soundscape 2] 
 
A podcast about a gay girl in a catholic family ends. The curator gets up for the last time.                   7
He thanks us for coming and invites us to attend the next show, which will be presented                 
in a month. We applaud. The light is turned on. I blink a couple of time; I can’t really see                    
anything. People get up and leave the cinema. Some go directly home, some linger and               
the curator invites us to stay for a beer. ‘No thanks’. My friend and I walk with our bikes                   
towards home. We laugh about the guy opening a chocolate bar and talk about the new                
podcasts we have to listen to when we get home. I liked it. We agree to go again next                   
month.  
 
 
  
7 Amanda’s Diary: Girlfriend: ​http://www.radiodiaries.org/amandas­diary/  
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NARRATIVES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
With the fictional narrative, we try to evoke the experience of going to the Radio Cinema.                
With ​evoking ​we do not mean that reading our text feels the same as physically attending                
the Radio Cinema. It is most likely not even similar. What we try to show and make                 
understandable is that attending the Radio Cinema is a multi-sensory experience, which            
has to be understood from an emplaced perspective. This means that the Radio Cinema -               
as a place - provides a diverse array of sensory stimuli, linked to narratives.  
Above we used a fictional narrative to tell the story of the Radio Cinema. We used                
storytelling to communicate. In this section we want to go further and look at how the                
concept of life as an enacted narrative (Czarniawska 2004) can be used to analyse the               
Radio Cinema.  
Storytelling is a fundamental way of sharing knowledge. We understand life by            
giving it a narrative, this is how we create meaning from otherwise random incidents:              
“Living is like writing a book”, says organization scholar Barbara Czarniawska referencing            
to a proverb existing in many cultures (Czarniawska 2004: 5).  
Czarniawska is emphasizing how narratives as a mode of knowledge are and            
should be a valid form of creating and presenting meaning within the field of social               
sciences. Building on literary theories Czarniawska argues that especially within the field            
of social science there is a need to convey meaning through narratives, because these              
hold a possibility to include “the way to the result”, rather than being strictly              
goal-oriented like the “paradigmatic” mode of knowledge sets out to be (ibid.: 18-9).  
Generally, Czarniawska describes, there are two types of writing through which           
we can acquire knowledge: fictional and factual text (ibid.: 12). Psychologist Jerome S.             
Bruner use the term ​paradigmatic to describe this factional model of describing            
knowledge, linking this category to “the attempt to fulfil an ideal of formal and              
mathematical system of description and explanation” (Bruner 1986: 12) whereas the           
fictional is understood as the narrative mode of knowing.  
These two different types of conveying knowledge ​presupposes different         
“contracts” with its audience, as ​the Bulgarian-French literary theorist and linguist           
Tzvetan Todorov coins a concept of a “fictional contract”. He says: “In this tacit contract               
between the author and the reader, the authors plead: suspend your disbelief, as I am               
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going to please you. In what can be called a referential contract, the researcher pleads:               
activate your disbelief, as I am going to instruct you” (Todorov 1978/1990: 26 in:              
Czarniawska 2004: 12).  
Czarniawska pinpoints how the allure and the embedded failure of social sciences            
is trying to seek out patterns in human life, a field which consists of unpredictability. But                
as she continues: “Unpredictability does not imply inexplicability” (Czarniawska 2004:          
18). Thus she wants to convey that narratives can enable an understanding of an event               
and give insight to “knowing what it is like”. This is the knowledge, which narratives can                
present: “[N]arratives ​exhibit an explanation instead of demonstrating it” (Polkinghorne,          
1987: 21 cited in Czarniawska 2004: 12).  
We are trying to move towards an understanding of what takes place at the Radio               
Cinema event by creating a narrative. Czarniawska mentions that while it may be clear              
that the narrative offers an alternative mode of knowing, the relative advantage of using              
this mode may remain obscure (Czarniawska 2004: 12).  
We argue that these “obscure advantages”, in the way we used a narrative strategy              
to evoke a sense of the feeling of being at the Radio Cinema event, therefore brings forth                 
or ​exhibits a knowledge of “knowing what it is like” to be present. This can be considered                 
favourable when one of the ethnographic tasks, following Sarah Pink, is to seek new              
forms of knowing and new “routes” into other people's experiences (Pink 2015: 187). Of              
course it is just one possible version of a narrative. The narrative is executed with a                
first-person singular, by using this form we aim to manifest a relational connection             
between narrator and reader.  
 
THE NARRATIVES OF THE RADIO CINEMA 
In this section we analyse the fictional narrative of going to the Radio Cinema, by               
linking it to theories about the perception of sound, darkness and the dependence of              
perception on memory. In our research we think of the Radio Cinema as a place –                
space made meaningful through the coming together of a plethora of stories: the story              
of the building, the story of the cinema, the story of the podcast, the story ​in the                 
podcasts, the story of the curator, the many stories of the audience and many more.               
How do the sensory stimuli, provided at the Radio Cinema, relate to cultural             
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narratives? Or differently, why do we experience, what we described in the fictional             
narrative? 
The experience of the Radio Cinema is not just ninety minutes of listening to              
podcasts in the dark. The experience starts much earlier and is more complex. This is               
why our fictional narrative starts with buying tickets for the show. The shows sell out               
quickly, due to the high demand and the limited number of tickets available. One has               
to be fast, like when buying tickets for a popular concert or the premiere of a movie.  
From our own experience we would say, that this fosters the excitement for the              
event and gives the feeling of attending something special. It is not just a regular movie                
screening in a small cinema, this is the Radio Cinema and you better be fast if you                 
want to attend.  
The tickets for the Radio Cinema are for sale a week before the show. The show                
takes place in a small art-house cinema, with roughly a hundred seats, called Gloria              
Biograf. The name ​Radio Cinema ​itself links the event to the ​movie cinema with its               
own history and this link is further highlighted by the location of the event. 
Obviously the act of going to the Radio Cinema feels very similar to going to               
the cinema to watch a movie. Bergson (1988) argues that there is no perception, which               
is not full of memories and the immediate and present data our senses provide, are               
coupled to a thousand details of our past experiences. This means that going to the               
cinema - even though it is to listen to podcasts instead of watching a movie -                
establishes a connection to our memories, which triggers certain expectations -           
connected to stories - and an emplaced set of behaviours. This is for example              
expressed through the habit of buying sweets to take into the auditorium, which from              
our own observations when going to a regular cinema is very common while watching              
movies in Denmark.  
We would argue that emplaced memories and behaviours can provide safety -            
everyone knows how to act in a cinema - but they can also be a source for insecurities,                  
when expected emplaced behavioural routines and experience do not match. Such a            
concern was raised by two participants, whom we talked to before their first Radio              
Cinema: they were hoping for some sort of visuals on the screen and they expected to                
feel strange in a place designed for visual shows, without any visual representation of              
the story. 
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Another participant, who has attended a Radio Cinema in a circus tent, also             
draws the link between place and embodied behaviour. She went there with three             
friends and they were seated at a table facing each other. The tent was not totally dark                 
and she described that she did not know where to look. Only when something funny               
happened in the podcast, she established eye contact with her friends and they             
laughed together. Most of the time though, she reported to have closed her eyes:              
“Sometimes I buried my face in my hands. It was difficult to find your own space in                 
the big open space because there was nowhere to face”, she stated and continued: “it               
was a relief in between the bits when the curator introduced the next podcast, because               
everyone then had a common focal point” (Appendix 2, 1.25). The spatial context             
seems important, even though the event pivots on sound, which does not need             
physical space in the same way images need somewhere to be projected. An embodied              
knowledge of being in a cinema guides the attendees during the Radio Cinema. This is               
although the architecture of the cinema is mainly taking the canvas and the visual into               
account. It is not just a question of giving the medium (sound) the proper              
circumstances but also creating a comfortable and familiar setting for the attendees. 
Nearly all of the people we interviewed were listening to podcasts regularly in             
private and were attracted to the Radio Cinema due to this habit. 
Podcasting itself is an Internet phenomenon: by making radio shows available           
on demand on the Internet they became hugely popular, foremost in the US. Where              
the most popular shows like for instance ​Serial, published in October 2014 and tells              
the true stories of a crime in twelve episodes, got downloaded up to five million times                
(Carr 2014). Many of the listeners are young, and sharing the best podcasts with their               
friends via social media is part of the experience. Many of the friends who visited the                
Radio Cinema together also followed the same podcasts and share a similar taste in              
podcasts. Several participants reported that they prefer podcasts with a focus on            
storytelling. This point fits well with the podcasts presented at the Radio Cinema, as              
we will see later on.  
Besides being an entertainment event, it can therefore be argued that the Radio             
Cinema also is a physical meeting of a group of people, based on a habit usually done                 
privately, where other listeners cannot be seen. Seeing other listeners, when attending            
the Radio Cinema, creates a group identity: “You feel self conscious in the situation,              
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paying attention to the other people there, and they look ‘trendy’. You become a part               
of a certain group who is engaged in Radio Cinema”, one participant describes             
(Appendix 4, 15.10). You become aware of how you fit into the social context and how                
you differentiate yourself from the group. 
Once the show has started, the attendants’ focus lays on the sound. To             
conceptualise the sounds heard in the Radio Cinema, we order them hierarchically:            
Placed in the sonic foreground is the audio or podcast; this is what the audience is                
actively paying attention to. 
Secondary sounds are the audience’ reactions to the podcasts: the laughs, the            
gasps, etc. These can enhance the listener's experience, mostly when the sounds are             
reflecting their own behaviour. For example when the audience is laughing together - as              
described by the person who attended a Radio Cinema held in a circus tent. But they can                 
also be experienced as disturbing, mostly when they do not reflect the listener’s             
behaviour. A single person laughing in the wrong moment can be annoying.  
Lastly, the disturbances: the coughs, the rattling of the plastic bags, which are             
experienced passively and cannot be shut out from the perception. Several of our             
informants described the disturbances of their fellow participants. Noise and sounds by            
others are distracting from listening to the podcasts and are nuisance. 
The experience of the various sounds can be further conceptualised with           
Roadway's notion of ​auditory geography. ​Rodaway is building on aural ecologist R.            
Murray Schafer’s concept of the ​soundscape. ​The soundscape can be understood in an             
analogy to ‘landscape’ and puts the recipient in the centre . Schafer is considering every              8
auditory information within reach for the listener as a part of the soundscape. An              
anthropocentric sonic environment in its entirety, including all possible sounds and           
noises (Rodaway 1994: 83-86). Additionally, the term soundscape can also refer to an             
audio recording or performance of sounds that will immerse the listeners in an intended              
acoustic environment (ibid.: 87). Radio Cinema is a combination of these two ideas of the               
soundscape, which in its first meaning encompasses all sound and also, is a curated              
auditory experience singling out sounds and neglecting others.  
8 “In most definitions of landscape the viewer is outside of it”, explains Cresswell (2014: 17), “this is the 
primary way in which it differs from place”. Therefore, in our understanding, the term soundplace might 
better describe Schafer’s concept. 
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The distinction between engaging actively and passively with sounds is one of the             
expansions Rodaway wrote into his concept of auditory geography because it           
encompasses both the passive ‘hearing’ and active ‘listening’ and differentiates between           
these two modi. At the Radio Cinema, the audience practices both the active mode of               
listening to the podcasts being played but inescapably, the passive act of hearing is also               
activated. What is heard passively are the surrounding sounds made by the people             
interacting with each other and with the materiality of the cinema. One could argue that               
first, listening was linked to sounds and the latter, hearing, was linked to noises. On               
considering the differences between sound and noise, sociologist C. Gurney has           
suggested, “noise is a sound which is out of place” (1999: 6 as cited in Atkinson, 2007:                 
1905). Labelling auditory stimuli as either sound or noise is entirely an individual             
judgement. Falzon & Cassar distinguish between noise, something ‘uncontrolled and          
primitive’ and sound, as something ‘controlled and modern’ (Falzon & Cassar 2014: 11).             
Making this distinction between noise and sound, rightly placed laughter becomes good,            
and plastic rattling becomes annoyance. 
Rodaway is also expanding the idea of the soundscape by adding a temporal             
dimension to the equation. Rodaway argues that auditory geography is “timespace           
geography, a dynamic geography of events rather than images, or activity rather than             
scene” (Rodaway 1994: 90). Following Rodaway the otherwise static or fixed investigation            
is now centred on an event. Radio Cinema is a temporal and spatial event, which leaves                
no physical traces of what happened. It is all action, while it is taking place and then                 
nothing but the memory of the experience is left behind. Rodaway puts it this way:               
“Acoustic space is dynamic, not static. It is an appearing and disappearing of sounds, of               
single sounds and sounds voicing together. It is a world of nothing but action” (ibid.: 103). 
The stories told through sound in the Radio Cinema are diverse: from love to crime-story,               
from regular documentary to experimental sound collage. But all of them in someway or              
another emphasise storytelling, there are no language-learning podcasts or political          
discussions. All of them are produced to be told with acoustical means only and this does                
not have to be a limitation. The producers skilfully play with the possibilities of their               
medium. The most obvious of them being that we are unable to see the involved               
characters, as exemplified in the fictional part. We have to judge them by their voices and                
by their ability to tell a story. 
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That the listener cannot see is not only used to surprise them, it can also be used                 
to tell stories that could not be told in a visual media. Anne Neimann, one of the founders                  
and organizers of the Radio Cinema, stresses that sound can show places that visual              
media cannot. We agree on this, thinking on some of the crime stories or personal secrets                
we heard in the Radio Cinema, which would not be shown in this way in a movie. The                  
lack of vision guarantees a certain amount of anonymity and distance, which the             
producers use to encourage the narrators to tell stories, which would be too graphic to               
tell in visuals. At the same time, being able to hear the actual voice of the person telling                  
the story, makes you feel closer, in an intimate sense, to this person, than just reading the                 
story - a quality also mentioned by Anne Neimann. The sound system used in Gloria is                
stereo, correlating to the setup of the podcasts, which are mostly executed in stereo. The               
special Radio Cinema event that took place in Imperial Cinema, was produced exclusively             
to correspond to the surround sound system there.  
Historically, auditory experiences have been categorized as creating a ‘redemptive          
space’. Sarah Barns argues how the descriptions of acoustic sensations rely on metaphors             
of sound and listening, which elevate the mind of the perceiver from a state of reason                
(Barns 2014: 5-6). Barns is arguing that sound can have an emancipating effect on the               
listener’s mind. These accounts are contrasted to the descriptions of visual stimuli, which             
act as tools of truth, e.g. illustrations and models in books. Physician Helkiah Crooke              
based his ​textbook on anatomy​: ​Microcosmographia (1615) on Aristotle’s arguments, that           
“seeing was the most functional and necessary of the senses for securing the needs and               
wants in life, things that were heard impressed the mind and the intellect more deeply               
than objects seen” (Smith 2007: 44). This observation ties in with the idea, that sound can                
act as a catalyst for emotional reactions: “Our experience of sound is not merely physical.               
It is emotional. Because we cannot close our ears as we can our eyes, we are more                 
vulnerable to sound” (Rodaway 1994: 95). A connection between auditory influences and            
an emotional response is difficult to prove or scientifically demonstrate, though the bond             
between those who have been pointed out throughout history.  
The majority of the people going to the Radio Cinema for the first time told us                
that they found it difficult to focus on just listening and there was consensus that it takes                 
practice to fully embrace the listening experience.  
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Another participant, who went for the first time to the Radio Cinema, told us: “I               
expect it to be a challenge even though it sounds easy just to be listening, but I think it is                    
going to be difficult to concentrate. Even though it sounds relaxing. I think it takes               
something to relax” (Appendix 2, 2.10). Another participant reflected on his experience            
listening to audiobooks for the first time: “I heard half a book before I got used to it. I had                    
a feeling that I had to learn audiobook-hearing” (Appendix 3, 19.35). 
We are used to watching movies in the cinema and to focus on them. We do not                 
think the smell or the touch is missing. Therefore we argue that we got used - or to say it                    
differently: we have a narrative - to a focus on audio-visual stimuli in a cinema. Without                
the visuals, it feels like there is too little (visual) stimulation. And to stop looking for                
visual stimulation has to be learned. To feel comfortable in this situation and to be able to                 
focus on the audio has to be trained, says Anne Neimann. 
Between the podcasts aired at the Radio Cinema, a speaker introduces the next             
podcast and links it to the antecedents. The break is marked by a lamp, which is                
positioned next to the screen. The lamp is turned on at the end of one podcast to                 
spotlight the speaker. After the period of darkness the light is very contrasting and it can                
hurt the eyes after longer sound pieces. It is a bit of a mood-interrupter or described in a                  
positive fashion: a palette cleanser. From our own experience it gives the show some              
structure and makes the darkness less demanding. 
In his paper on gloomy landscapes and lightless places, human geographer Tim            
Edensor argues that we are not used to staying in dark places: "[...] in present times,                
becoming attuned to darkness is unfamiliar for many because of the continuing negative             
associations and dominant visual practices I have discussed and the absence of darkness             
in most everyday spaces” (Edensor 2013: 453). 
Today, light is favoured over darkness, this can for example be seen in residential              
architecture, where large windows and light-flooded spaces are preferred. Darkness, on           
the contrary, is mostly avoided and where it exists, it is linked with feelings of danger and                 
discomfort. Examples are badly lit underpasses or car parks; (non-)places made for            
passing trough, except for a few unfortunates, doomed to stay.  
This would suggest that feeling comfortable in a dark cinema auditorium is going             
against our cultural imprint. But while being in the dark cinema auditorium, we never felt               
uncomfortable or in danger. Therefore we argue that darkness in the Radio Cinema is              
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perceived as being part of the event - of the narrative, because we know that in a cinema                  
the light is turned off, when the movie starts. Darkness is a part of the design of Radio                  
Cinema as well as a quality that guides the experience and helps to intensify the focus of                 
the attendee. In another place, e.g. an elevator, sudden darkness would most likely be              
experienced as frightening. Following MacIntyre (1981/1990: 79, cited in Czarniawska          
2004: 3) we would say: without relating the sensory stimuli, “we would be confronted              
with not only an uninterpreted, but an uninterpretable world”. The individual is            
processing the different sensory stimuli in order to connect and relate them. In the              
context of the cinema, darkness is the cultural norm and a marker that the show is                
commencing.  
The difference between the movie cinema and the Radio Cinema begins after the             
light is turned down, to mark the beginning of the show. Normally the movie starts               
shortly after. The images are bright and bath the auditorium in light; the difference in               
brightness between screen and auditorium is drawing the spectator's gaze toward the            
canvas. In the Radio Cinema the sound starts, but there is no source of light to guide the                  
attendee's vision. According to Anne Neimann the darkness is part of the concept to              
create a space for listening and the absence of light should help focusing on the sound.                
“​When you turn off one sense, you open up another,” she says (Appendix 1: 19.15). 
In his paper on darkness, Edensor is studying two sites - a skypark in South               
Scotland and a tourist attraction in New York - where darkness is part of the experience                
and positively valued. The Radio Cinema can be seen as another example. Summarising             
his experiences at the two sites, Edensor (2013: 462) explains how his non-visual senses              
were heightened by the lack of light. In another article Edensor argues that in darkness               
we become more attuned to our surroundings through other senses than the visual and              
“the body relaxes, opens, breathes, extends its attention outward into the world” (2015:             
562). He earlier stated: “ ​In the absence of light other sensations of tactility, sound and               
smell are foregrounded” (Edensor 2013: 446​). The other senses become more refined and             
attuned to impressions having tremendous importance for perception ​(Edensor 2015:          
560).  
While we agree that the darkness in the Radio Cinema helps to focus on the sound                
of the podcasts, we want to emphasise that this process is not just happening naturally,               
but has to be learned. Of the two sites Edensor is visiting, one is literally pitch black,                 
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whereas the other one is better described as gloomy. In the half-dark, Edensor is              
describing how his sense of vision is changed: “Visual apprehension focused on objects             
not usually foregrounded in the daylight, pre-eminently the sky and horizon, but also the              
clusters of dark shadow, the occasional singular silhouette [sic] of a tree, and the surfaces               
of brightly hued and watery elements” (Edensor 2013: 462). His vision has changed, but              
he is still heavily relying on it. The same is true for the Radio Cinema where the                 
auditorium is dark, but not pitch black.  
Even though it is dark in the auditorium, there is still visual distraction. Several of               
the participants reported that they close their eyes and try to create a ‘bubble’. Therefore,               
drawing upon our own experience, we would argue that the amount of darkness provided              
in the Radio Cinema, is experienced as a designed suggestion to focus on the sound, but                
the shift from vision to auditory is not happening by itself. Not to be distracted by the                 
vision has to be learned and as an aid, attendees close their eyes as an action supporting                 
the focus on sound. 
During some of the Radio Cinema events, which did not take place at Cinema              
Gloria, it is not dark. One show we attended was held in the IMAX theatre of Tycho                 
Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen. Some of the podcasts presented were shown with            
subtitles on the screen. Two of the participants we talked to after the show told us that                 
they felt more comfortable with the letters on the screen, because it became intuitive              
where to look. The fact that some people anticipate that a visual mode is needed in order                 
to cope with an event emphasising auditory stimuli might seem as a paradox when the               
senses conceptually are to be understood as interconnected. It might seem like the             
audience of the Radio Cinema lean more towards the Aristotelian idea of the sensorium              
spectrum as hierarchical ergo the same way that Anne Neimann conceptualise the senses             
albeit this contradicts Pink’s ideas of senses with equal value. 
Another participant stated that she finds it easier to listen to podcasts when doing              
things at home at the same time or while travelling by bus. Otherwise she gets restless. 
As described above, the situation of just listening to podcasts is a situation people              
have to get used to. It is not a familiar habit and can stir up feelings of insecurity.                  
Therefore listening to podcasts with visuals might feel more comfortable. On the other             
hand, it is likely that the visuals also demand some attention from the listener and are                
distracting from the sound.  
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While some of the participants went along with this interpretation, one podcast            
listener we interviewed about his listening habits at home, rejected this conceptualisation            
by comparing his experience of listening to podcasts at home, while laying in the bed in                
his dark room and while cooking. He explained: “When it is dark there is less distraction,                
so I am listening more focused, but it also depends on the podcast. When the podcast is                 
very good, I am also focused when the light is on” (Appendix 6: 14.20).  
This indeed points to the individual narratives, we cannot retrace in this article.             
And to the limits of this study. In the fictional narrative above, we try to present a                 
generalized form of how we think the experience of the Radio Cinema is constructed.              
And this generalisation cannot illustrate personal preferences or the individuality of           
perception. That is also why we focus on variables, which can be observed collectively              
and controlled by the organizers: the location, the sound and the darkness.  
Besides being in a darkened cinema auditorium, the difference of listening to            
podcasts at home, is that the Radio Cinema is a collective event. Most of the attendees                
come in pairs or groups and the happy chatting before and after the show indicates, that                
the opportunity to meet friends is an important part of the Radio Cinema. During the               
show though, there is hardly any contact between the attendees, as two participants             
explained: “We had no contact with other people. We didn’t talk with each other but we                
were leaning our backs towards each other” (Appendix 2, 2.55). 
The body is situated in a collective setting at the Radio Cinema, but the mind               
wanders and therefore the experience is not necessarily a collective one, but rather an              
individual imaginative wander while being in the physical presence of others. ​Siegfried            
Krac ​auer argues that radio leaves people in a state of “permanent receptivity”: “Silent and              
lifeless, people sit side by side as if their souls were wandering far away, attuned to the                 
playground of worldwide (broadcast) noises” (Kracauer 1995: 333).  
But there are moments when we felt a sense of community. Mostly when personal              
and the reaction of the other attendees are in sync. The dark setting may also help foster                 
this sense of conviviality between friends and possibly strangers, by erasing visual            
differences between members of the audience. 
Even though the show can create moments of conviviality, the aspect of            
community seems to be more important before and after the show, as elaborated by one               
participant: “I think it is nicer to have it [podcasts] for myself, but I would like to go to                   
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more Radio Cinemas to try it again […] but it was nice to go with a friend, then you can                    
discuss it immediately afterwards, and especially if the friend shares the interest. I liked              
that. But all the other people were kind of a distraction”​ ​(Appendix 4, 19.05). 
The participants enjoyed the Radio Cinema mostly for two reasons. First, they            
liked the social aspect of meeting friends and being able to talk with them about their                
shared experience of listening to podcasts in the dark. Secondly, they got inspired to              
listen to new podcasts at home, introduced at the Radio Cinema. Many of them also               
enjoyed the listening in the cinema, but experienced the crowd as a distraction. Thus they               
prefer listening to podcasts by themselves. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In this article we have questioned why so many people wished to attend the Radio               
Cinema - an event in a cinema filled with sound, but without images. We wanted to know                 
what kind of experience the Radio Cinema can provide and how this feels. We              
constructed a fictional narrative, where we presented the different sensory-stimuli one           
after each other, linked by the narrative of going to the Radio Cinema.  
In the fictional narrative the stimuli are presented in a linear fashion, following             
each other. Attending the actual Radio Cinema, many of the presented stimuli happen at              
the same time - it is dark while the podcasts are being played. The stimuli are linked                 
together through their temporality. This simultaneousness we cannot represent in textual           
form.  
Other situations - with their specific array of sensory stimuli - do indeed happen              
after each other: Chatting in the lobby happens before and after listening to podcasts in               
the dark. But why are these two situations - in the lobby and in the auditorium -                 
perceived by us as both being part of the Radio Cinema, while other situations like eating                
dinner before going to the Radio Cinema are not perceived as being part of the same                
event? How do we make sense of the sensory stimuli provided at the Radio Cinema?  
We engaged with the question of why we experience the Radio Cinema the way              
we described it in the fictional narrative, by conceptualising the event as an enacted array               
of narratives. We argue, that the event is mainly based on three convolute of narratives: 
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The narrative of the location, the cinema, connects the Radio Cinema to the             
movie cinema. This stirs up expectations and triggers emplaced behaviours. The           
attendants expect entertainment, consume as if going to a movie and quarrel with the              
missing visuals.  
Connected to the location is the narrative of darkness. While there is a cultural              
narration of darkness as something dangerous, darkness in the cinema is not felt this way.               
While watching a movie in the cinema, the dark auditorium tells us that we should focus                
on the brightly lit canvas. In the Radio Cinema, the darkness should tell us that we ought                 
to focus on the sound. Most people visiting the Radio Cinema though are not used to                
listen to sound in the dark. But the darkness is understood as an invitation to close the                 
eyes, what many attendants experienced as helpful in order to focus on the sound.  
The third narrative being present is the sound. And this is not just the podcasts -                
acoustic narratives - but also the sounds of the audience. Shared reactions to the story               
told in the podcast, can create a sense of community. Conviviality may also be fostered by                
the homogenising darkness. The narratives of the podcasts are too diverse, to            
conceptualise as one. But we would argue, that the medium of the podcast, through its               
mode of communication - sound - could be conceptualised as creating a distanced, but at               
the same time intimate connection to the listener. While the missing visuals enable             
stories to be told, which might be too graphic to be seen, or too exposing to show for the                   
narrator. To be able to hear the voice is an intimate and visceral sensation to the                
audience.  
In the actual experience, the narratives presented above, do not exist next to each              
other, but are complexly interwoven. On top of that there are many more narratives              
present and many of them individual.  
An understanding of a being-in-the-world as necessarily in place (Merleau-Ponty          
1962: 212), ​makes the experience of being at the Radio Cinema necessarily in place. In the                
article we conceptualised the Radio Cinema as an acoustical place. With this we mean              
two things: firstly, the Radio Cinema is a place in itself and not an event in the place of                   
the (movie) cinema. In Massey’s (2005) notion of place, as a collection of stories, this               
means that the narratives of the place Radio Cinema are distinct of these of the place                
(movie) cinema. Respecting the narratives presented, we would argue, that the Radio            
Cinema and the movie cinema, have some narratives in common, but that they also differ               
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critically. Secondly, we would argue that the place of the Radio Cinema mainly comes              
into being through and because of the podcasts - sound. It is because of the podcasts, that                 
people gather in a dark cinema auditorium and in the auditorium it is the qualities of the                 
sound and therefore the absence of a movie’s visuals that affect the being in place. To                
stress this point, we classify the Radio Cinema as an ​acoustic place ​.  
While the Radio Cinema is an event that is experienced by the audience, the              
notion of an acoustic place is mostly an analytical concept. And like this it is based on and                  
connected to theories about place and placemaking. In the article we show upon whose              
theories our notion of acoustical place is based, but we restrain from a deeper integration               
or dialogue with existing theories.  
In a time, when the use of media technology is steadily growing and our              
being-in-the-world is increasingly technologically mediated, the question of how we          
experience technologically (co-)constructed places is important. We see the Radio          
Cinema as an example of such places and our study of the Radio Cinema as a suggestion                 
of how to study them. But in order to evaluate the practicability of the concept, it needs                 
to be better related in theories about place, sense-of-place and placemaking.  
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ABSTRACT (en) 
In this theoretical article we observe how technology are increasingly influential on our             
lives. The possibilities that these technologies provide in today’s Western societies have a             
remarkable impact on the experience of our ​being ​-in​-the- ​world. We are taking the            
perspective of the user in order to understand how the experience of technology feels.              
Technology is rooted in place but also changes the concept of place, which leads us to                
conceptualise the experience of place with or through technology. We construct a            
concept of place drawing upon notions from theoretical bodies of Tim Cresswell, Doreen             
Massey and David Harvey. Through phenomenological theory leading to         
postphenomenology we try to answer what a technologically mediated place is, in order             
to then ask ourselves how these technologically mediated places should be studied.            
Through Sarah Pink’s sensory ethnography we engage with nonrepresentational theory          
in order to discuss the possibilities of presenting the experience of these technologically             
mediated places. The article will be pivoting around our study of the Radio Cinema and               
the aim is to position the study and its methodology in the wide field of studies about                 
place and at the same time consider the possibilities and limitations of the study. 
 
Key Words: 
 
Technologically mediated place // time-space compression // being-in-the-world // Radio 
Cinema // postphenomenology // emplaced ethnography // ethnographic places // 
non-representational theory 
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ABSTRACT (da) 
Denne teoretiske artikel er udsprunget af en betragtning af, hvordan teknologi i stigende             
grad påvirker vores liv. De teknologiske muligheder, som vi tilbydes i dag, har en stor               
betydning for oplevelsen af det at være i verden (​being-in-the-world​). Gennem brugerens            
perspektiv forsøger vi at forstå og undersøge oplevelsen af teknologi. Teknologi har en             
stedlig forankring og ændrer samtidig den konceptuelle forståelse af stedet. Dette leder os             
til en konceptualisering af steds-oplevelse gennem teknologi. Til det formål definerer vi et             
stedsbegreb, som bygger på teorier af Tim Cresswell, Doreen Massey og David Harvey.             
Gennem fænomenologi og postfænomenologi forsøger vi at besvare, hvad et teknologisk           
medieret sted kan være, med henblik på at stille os selv opgaven: hvordan disse steder kan                
undersøges. Med udgangspunkt i Sarah Pink’s ​sensory ethnography ​belyser vi          
nonrepresentational theory ​for at kunne diskutere mulighederne for at repræsentere          
oplevelsen af disse teknologisk medierede steder. Artiklens omdrejningspunkt er vores          
studie af Radiobiografen (​Radio Cinema​), og målet er at indskrive den og dens metode i               
det vidtrækkende spænd af stedsstudier samtidig med, at vi vurderer undersøgelsens           
muligheder og begrænsninger. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In our everyday lives we listen to podcasts on our mp3-players, while riding back home               
from work on a bike; we use the map-application on our smartphone to find the               
restaurant we read about on our favourite blog; we watch a movie on our TV at home                 
about the country we always wanted to visit; and we use our computer to make a video                 
call to our friend, who lives overseas - in short, technology plays a crucial role in our lives. 
There are many theories about how technological development facilitates the flow           
of goods and information and how this changes the way we perceive the world. Usually               
this is described as a ‘time-space-compression’ (Harvey 1996: 242) leading to a ‘global             
village’ (McLuhan 1964: 34), where the whole world is compressed to the size of a village                
by electronic media. 
But there is also another perspective - which indeed is not just one, but an infinite                
number of perspectives - the perspective of the experiencing user: how does it feel to               
communicate via video call? How does it feel to experience a country by watching a               
movie about it? How does it feel to use a map on a smartphone to look for a restaurant?                   
And how does it feel to listen to a podcast, while riding a bike? 
We agree, that the technologies mentioned and the ways in which they are used              
differ massively: some of them are immobile, others are mobile. They are used in public               
and in private spaces. They communicate visually, acoustically or haptically or with all             
these modes together. And as said, not just the technologies differ, they are also              
experienced individually and therefore in various ways.  
Still we think, that it can be fruitful to look at these technologies from one               
perspective, by understanding our being-in-the-world as necessarily in place         
(Merleau-Ponty 1962: 212). This perspective makes the experience of using technology -            
how diverse it might be - rooted in place. And we would argue, that the technology, and                 
the experience of technology, is not just in place, but indeed is changing the place and                
can therefore be conceptualised as an experience of place with technology. 
This conceptualisation is influenced by a study of the Radio Cinema, an event in a               
cinema auditorium, where people are not watching a movie, but instead listen to podcasts              
in the dark. By considering the Radio Cinema as a place, which exists through the               
podcasts - through technologically played sound - we can analyse the experience from a              
user’s perspective. The Radio Cinema is a very specific and not so common event, but as a                 
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case study it has the advantage that the technology and the users are immobile and that                
the technology used is quite basic.  
In this article we investigate how the Radio Cinema can be thought of as a place                
and why this make sense. By connecting our study of the Radio Cinema with theories of                
place, we also show that the methodology and concepts behind our study of the Radio               
Cinema can also be used and can provide insight into the experience of other              
technologies in different locations.  
To do so, we start with the notion of human geography as a science engaging with                
place (e.g. Cresswell 2014) and go on to the first concepts of place by Tuan and Relph,                 
among others, which are influenced by Heidegger’s notion of dwelling. Due to an             
increase in mobility and the effects of globalisation, many scholars predicted a growing             
number of non-places and an increasing feeling of placelessness. Opposed to this, Massey             
provides a concept of place, integrating mobility. Building on these and studies about the              
spatiality of the Internet, we develop and integrate our understanding of place as             
increasingly mediated by technology (see: Wilken and Goggin 2012).  
How can these technologically mediated places be studied? To think about this,            
we turn to post-phenomenology and position our study about the Radio Cinema with the              
growing number of articles about the use of (audio-)technology (Barns 2014, Bull 2010).  
Following we ask how to study and (re)present a technologically mediated place?            
Starting with Pink’s sensory ethnography, we engage with non-representational theory, in           
order to show the possibilities and limits of our own study of the Radio Cinema.  
The aim of this article is it to position our study of the Radio Cinema and the                 
methodology we used in the wide field of studies about place, and at the same time                
consider its possibilities and limitations.  
 
PLACE IN GEOGRAPHY 
Place can be seen as the key term of Geography (Cresswell 2014: 1), but place has been a                  
disputed concept already long before the discipline of geography was founded (ibid.: 23).             
In this part we roughly follow Cresswell’s excellent introduction to place (ibid.). While             
this part therefore is not specifically offering new insights, it is important for the              
understanding of our engagement with the concepts of place and serves to relate our own               
research. 
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The emergence of place in western thought can be traced back to ancient             
philosophy (Cresswell 2014: 25). Ideas of place were first manifested in works of Plato              
and Aristotle. Scholars such as Eratosthenes and Herodotus performed studies similar to            
anthropology, long before such a discipline even existed. They travelled, explored,           
measured and documented places, but their enquiries worked more as landscape gazettes            
than the idea-based geographical philosophy presented by Plato and Aristotle. If ​topos            
and ​chora are to be transferred to modern day philosophy we might come to think of                
them as ​place and region​. The two terms stood in contrast to Plato’s notion of ​kenon - an                  
abstract infinite space; a void (ibid.). 
Saint Albertus Magnus's interpretive work of Aristotle’s ideas of place in the            
thirteen-hundreds came to the conclusion that a place was a unique combination of             
environmental and cosmological influences that shaped all the things that existed in this             
given place. The perspective of Albertus took form of what we would now call              
environmental determinism (Cresswell 2014: 26). 
Environmental determinism was a geographic paradigm that followed the dawn of           
the age of enlightenment, with this ​new paradigm followed a shift towards an             
institutionalisation of geography (Hubbart et al. 2005: 24). The paradigm built upon the             
‘preliminary’ cartographic works of the explorers and colonizers ​in the 14th and 15th             
centuries. The ​new worlds​, shores and lands far away from the European heartland had              
been discovered and science should help to better understand these newly discovered            
places and the cultures inhabiting them. 
Environmental determinism ​rationalised that elements as climate and physical         
conditions were causal powers able to determine human culture and development, even            
physiology could be determined by geographical variables. This perspective created          
racism and fostered inhuman behaviour towards the indigenous populations. Indigenes          
were classified as being inferior to the colonizers and were granted fewer - if any - rights                 
(Hubbart et al.: 24-25). Eventually and retrospectively, the paradigm of environmental           
determinism, had to be abandoned due to its too simplistic descriptions of culture and              
human activity, leading to spurious and racist theories on environmental causation (ibid.:            
24). 
But there was still a huge interest in researching and understanding regions.            
Regional Geography emerged at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with             
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inspiration from its preceding paradigm; in the sense that it connected taxonomic            
classifications of different regions and ‘ways of life’ that characterized them, in addition             
to establishing a relationship between human activity and material world. Regional           
Geography was the predominant way of doing geography in Britain during the first half              
of the twentieth century. A majority of the research conducted in the field of human               
geography before the 1960s was influenced and inspired by this approach (Cresswell            
2014: 32). 
 
HUMANISTIC GEOGRAPHY AND PHENOMENOLOGY 
It was not until the 1970’s though, that place and how it differs from region or area,                 
became a central question in geography. Humanistic geographers, like Yi-fu Tuan and            
Edward Relph, were mostly interested in place as a universalistic concept and not in a               
particular example of a place. By engaging with the philosophies of Maurice            
Merleau-Ponty and Martin Heidegger, they conceptualised place as the way in which we             
get to know the world (Cresswell 2014: 34-39). 
For the geographers place was a concept that expressed an attitude to the world              
that emphasized subjectivity and experience rather than the cool, hard logic of spatial             
science (Cresswell 2014: 56). The phenomenological approach - as taken by the            
humanistic geographers - asks, “what makes a place a place” rather than asking, “what is               
this place like” (Cresswell 2014: 38). The approach strives to absorb the experience of the               
place, to convey the essence or feeling of a place by looking at the subjective engagement                
with it rather than looking at the specificities and materialities of the given place and               
creating an analytic distance to place by looking at the social constructions around it. As               
Cresswell summarizes:  
 
[this approach] is not particularly interested in the unique attributes of particular places nor is it                
primarily concerned with the kinds of social forces that are involved in the construction of               
particular places. Rather it seeks to define the essence of human existence as one that is                
necessarily and importantly ‘in-place’ (ibid.: 56).  
 
For the humanistic geographers, “place was seen as a universal and transhistorical part of              
the human condition as an idea, concept and way of ​being-in-the-world ​” (ibid.: 35).  
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Merleau-Ponty’s idea of ​being-in-the-world constitutes a relationship between the         
body and the surrounding world (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 212). He argues that the            
perception of the world happens through the body - perception is a corporal experience,              
and therefore rejects the Cartesian split between mind and body. This split is commonly              
known as “dualism” and is closely associated with René Descartes, because he divided             
body and mind, object and subject. Merleau-Ponty emphasises that this split needs to be              
mended because all perception goes through the body as sensations and then registered             
as sensual information in the mind (Merleau-Ponty 1984: 212). This process is on-going             
and constant. Literally being-in-the-world means being in a physical place as the only way              
humans can exist. A human being is constantly immersed in a place and therefore the               
essence of the place is constantly coming-into-being. For Merleau-Ponty it takes body and             
mind to exist, be aware of the world and acknowledge and perceive the information that               
fills it (Merleau-Ponty 1993: 14-15).  
Merleau-Ponty presents a notion of perception, which is to be understood as a             
“pre-reflective” engagement with the world. This “pre-reflective” way of experiencing the           
world happens before any reflective thoughts, before conscious reflections of the sensory            
stimuli (Merleau-Ponty 1993: 21). Merleau-Ponty attempts to re-establish a “naïve”          
contact with the world through perception. He wishes to stop engaging with the             
“learned” and scientific way of being conscious of the sensory experiences. This (utopic)             
pragmatically way of being in the world, which tries to understand everything as being a               
part of systems and models, is denied by Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology          
(Merleau-Ponty 1997: IX,3). This “pre-reflective”, sensory perception is a way to           
rediscover the complexity of the world we inhabit. For our study Merleau-Ponty lays out              
a phenomenology, in which the aim is to indulge in the sensory experience and thereby               
obtain a perception of being-in-the-world.  
Humanistic geographers, as for example Tuan in his book ​Topophilia (1974),           
investigate the bonds between people and places. Cresswell points out the connection of             
perception and knowledge through places: “Tuan argued that through human perception           
and experience, we get to know the world through places” (Cresswell 2014: 35). Similarly,              
Merleau-Ponty explains: “all knowledge takes its place within the horizons opened up by             
perception” (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 207).  
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In the first phase of the constitution of the phenomenological approach to places,             
an attempt is made to cover “an understanding of human nature” through the             
investigation of places (Cresswell 2014: 36). Tuan was trying to manifest the human             
investment in places through the comparative explanation of place versus space. By            
contrasting place with space, place becomes the incarnations of “pause”. Tuan adds an             
idea of “value” and “belonging” to place (Cresswell 2014: 35). 
 
What begins as undifferentiated space becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it                 
with value. [...] From the security and stability of place we are aware of the openness, freedom                 
and threat of space, and vice versa. Furthermore, if we think of space as that which allows                 
movement, then place is pause; each pause in movement makes it possible for location to be                
transformed into place (Tuan, 1977: 6). 
 
The concept of place at this point is something static and fixed, associated with human               
attachment, this attachment can be interpreted as a kind of feeling of home. Tuan argues               
that places at all scales is can be seen as the production of a certain kind of homeliness                  
(Cresswell 2014: 39).  
In their conceptualisations of place the humanistic geographers, foremost Relph          
with his book ​Place and Placelessness from 1976 (Seamon & Sowers 2008: 48), were              
influenced by Heidegger’s notion of dwelling. For Heidegger: “to be human means: to be              
on the earth as a mortal, means: to dwell” (Heidegger 1994 [1951]: 139) . Heidegger links               1
being to ​dwelling ​to ​building ​, by looking at their etymology. Doing so, he argues that ​to                
be means ​to dwell in a place and to care for this place. To dwell and to build - which                    
includes caring for Heidegger - in a place also implies staying in this place. The example                
Heidegger is using to present his concept of dwelling is a homestead in the black forest in                 
the 18th century, where the building is adapted to its environment and climate (ibid.:              
149). While he is explicitly not suggesting that we should - or could - live again like in the                   
18th century, it is this way of life which is his ideal: the example “in no way means, we                   
should or could go back to building this homesteads, but it illustrates how a dwelling was                
able to build” (ibid.) . 2
1
 Translated from German: “Mensch sein heißt: als Sterblicher auf der Erde sein, heißt: wohnen.“  
2
 Translated from German: “Der Hinweis auf den Schwarzwaldhof meint keineswegs, wir sollten und 
könnten zum Bauen dieser Höfe zurückkehren, sondern er veranschaulicht an einen gewesenen 
Wohnen, wie es zu bauen vermochte.”  
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The Radio Cinema, the event we study for this article, can hardly be compared to               
a homestead in the 18th century. Like going to the cinema to watch a movie, the                
attendants of the Radio Cinema stay in the cinema only for the duration of the show.                
They arrive a few minutes before the show starts and leave again a few minutes after the                 
show has finished. Attending the show, they listen to a series of podcast selected along a                
certain topic. Following Heidegger the act of listening to the podcasts in the dark cinema               
auditorium is a form of dwelling - of being-in-the-world. But attending the show as a               
form of dwelling is unable to build. There is no taking care of the building. This task is                  
handed over to paid staff. And maybe most importantly, the cinema could basically be              
located anywhere: neither the building, nor the presented media are especially adapted to             
the location and its unique qualities. The act of building is central for the placemaking, as                
conceptualised by Tuan and others.  
While we go along with the idea of a being-in-the-world as being in-place             
formulated by Merleau-Ponty and the place of the Radio Cinema as an experienced and              
this experience as intertangled with meaning and values associated with the place, the             
Radio Cinema is nothing static and fixed. 
The Radio Cinema is not an isolated case. Mobility, telecommunication and           
subsequently globalization erode the differences and singularities of locations. It is easy            
to see why, building on Heidegger’s backward-oriented notion of dwelling in their            
conceptualisations of place, many of the humanistic geographers predicted a loss of            
places due to the mentioned factors.  
Relph conceptualised the consequences of globalization as leading to         
placelessness. Placelessness describes an inauthentic sense of place. An increasing number           
of places are not based on an authentic engagement with the particular qualities of a               
location, but on a globalized and uniform emergence of kitsch around the world (Seamon              
& Sowers 2008: 46). In this sense, attending the Radio Cinema could be understood as               
being placeless.  
Marc Augé (1995 [1992]) is presenting a similar concept with his notion of             
non-places ​. According to Augé investments in mobility are leading to a growing numbers             
of places, made to pass through. Airports and highways are examples for these kinds of               
places, which lack meaning (1995 [1992]: 79). Non-places are places which cannot be             
defined as relational, or historical, or concerned with identity, this is how the non-place is               
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defined, contrasting place (Ibid.: 77). But Augé propose instead: “Place and non-place are             
rather like opposed polarities: the first is never erased, the second never totally             
completed; they are like palimpsests on which the scrambled game of identity and             
relations is ceaselessly rewritten” (Ibid.: 79). We understand that places cannot be divided             
into categories of having or not having an identity, the lines are more fluid since there                
probably does not exist a place removed from a social context. As Augé concludes              
non-places might be the “real measure of our time”, since these places consists in their               
network of mobility (Ibid.: 79). Cresswell summarises:  
 
While the geographical engagement with phenomenological enquiry rescued the notion of place            
from oblivion it simultaneously constructed a notion of place which some see as essentialist and               
exclusionary, based on notion of rooted authenticity that are increasingly unsustainable in the             
(post)modern world (Cresswell 2014: 41). 
 
SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIVISM 
In order to frame the processes, which lead to placelessness and non-places, differently,             
we turn from phenomenology, which engages with the individual and the highly            
personal, unique experience of place, to social constructivism, which looks from a            
distance at the concept investigated. Social constructivism seeks to map structures and            
forces that add meaning and materiality to place, in order to understand general             
underlying social processes and dynamics. Wilken and Goggin (2012) call these two            
perspectives micro and macro level, splitting the link between approach - methodology -             
and perspective.  
To illustrate and exemplify a social constructivist's perspective on place, Cresswell           
uses Kay Anderson’s examination of the construction of Chinatown in Vancouver,           
Canada in his book ​Vancouver's Chinatown ​from 1991. Anderson argues that Chinatowns            
(a place constructed in major cities across the world) cannot simply be read as a symbol                
of essential Chineseness, but are rather ideologically constructed as places of difference.            
Places that create a division of an ‘us’ and a ‘them’. Strangeness is enclosed by the                
familiar, which creates a discourse among white people that the “nature” of Chinese is              
different and inferior - partly manifested in the geographic place. It becomes clear when              
looking through the glasses of social constructivism that the concept of place is about              
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power and the right to define them. As Anderson concludes, “White elites portrayed the              
Chinese as a form of pollution and disease that threatened white racial purity” [and] “the               
racial designation ‘Chinese’ was seen as synonymous with moral failure and a particular             
place - Chinatown” (Cresswell 2014: 45). The example brings forth the fact that             
Chinatowns are not simply natural reflections of Chinese culture but the result of             
negotiation with those with power to define place (the media, the government, etc.).             
Despite the fact that the place is now seen as safe and even attractive, it still serves to                  
reaffirm a moral order of “them” and “us” (Ibid.). It all adds up to how places work in a                   
world of social hierarchies.  
 
PLACE IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD 
Coming from a social constructivist’s perspective, David Harvey argues, “the significance           
of place has increased under the condition of flexible accumulation, postmodernity, and            
time-space compression” (Cresswell 2014: 41).  
Harvey explains the forthcoming of space-time compression with improvements         
in technology. Beginning during modernism, especially the introduction of high-speed          
trains changes the existing order of space and time (Harvey 1996: 243). It further              
accelerates during postmodernism, where, “the erasure of the distance [...] is most            
emphatically achieved in cyberspace, a world in which “the ballast of materiality” has             
largely been cast away” (ibid.: 245). And suggests: 
 
that while the collapse of certain kinds of spatial barrier has undermined older and seemingly               
secure material and territorial definitions of place (such as “home” and “nation”), the very fact of                
that collapse (the reality or even threat of “time-space compression” or the construction of              
cyberspace) has put renewed emphasis upon the interrogation of metaphorical and           
psychological meaning which, in turn, generate material practices that give new material            
definitions of place (Harvey 1996: 209). 
 
The example of Chinatowns, illustrates what Harvey means and to exemplify further, he             
“points to the rise of gated communities in the United States and other defensive              
place-based definitions of community (such as emergent nationalism in the Balkans at            
the time) that are, more often than not, based on some threatening outside that is being                
kept out” (Cresswell 2009: 5).  
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The emphasis on meaning and practice in a given location, as presented by the              
humanistic geographers, gets challenged in the twenty first century by the rise of a              
contemporary society characterised by urbanisation, globalisation and mobilisation.        
Knowledge, sound, images and people can travel faster and further than ever before due              
to improvements in transportation and virtual communication.  
Relph and Augé therefore predict a loss of place. Differentiating from this, Harvey             
suggests that space-time-compression is leading to a growing importance of place in a             
reactionary sense. Place in this understanding is no longer an ideal way of             
being-in-the-world, as suggested by Heidegger, but a artificial and powerful way of            
excluding and separating.  
Harvey’s notion of place as being reactionary is not fitting for our understanding             
of the place Radio Cinema. Therefore we turn to Doreen Massey’s alternative notion of              
place, which is engaging with today’s fast transport and global communication in a             
different way (Massey 2013 [1991]).  
Massey is rejecting Harvey’s notion of place, in order to conceptualise sense of             
place “to be progressive; not self-enclosing and defensive, but outward-looking [...] A            
sense of place which is adequate to this era of time-space compression” (Massey 2013              
[1991]: 147). To do so, Massey is first looking at the notion of time-space compression,               
which is, according to Massey, is interpreted from a western specific perspective. Instead             
she is suggesting to account for that “[t]he ways in which people are placed within               
'time-space compression' are highly complicated and extremely varied” (ibid.: 150).  
Massey illustrates on her local shopping centre, how she develops her own notion             
of place. She analyses the place from the perspective of the shopper. Through this it               
becomes clear, that the identity of the place is not based on an internalised history, which                
is constructed by its consumers: 
 
It is from that perspective that it is possible to envisage an alternative interpretation of place. In                 
this interpretation, what gives a place its specificity is not some long internalized history but the                
fact that it is constructed out of a particular constellation of social relations, meeting and               
weaving together at a particular locus (Ibid.: 154). 
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To summarise her concept of place, Massey present four main tenets: First, places can be               
conceptualised as the social interactions they host. Because social interactions are           
changing constantly, places are processes. Second, places do not necessarily have           
boundaries. Places cannot only be thought of, by contrasting them to the outside, but also               
by looking at how the outside is part of the construction of a place. Third, a place does                  
not have a single identity, but has to be understood as conflicting identities. And fourth,               
place is still something unique, which is the outcome of its ongoing reproduction (Ibid.). 
In this sense, places are not a reaction to an increasingly mobile world, but are               
themself “constituted by mobility – particularly the movement of people but also            
commodities and ideas. Places to Massey are not clearly bounded, rooted in place, or              
connected to single homogeneous identities but produced through connections to the           
rest of the world and therefore are more about routes than roots” (Cresswell 2009: 8).  
Massey’s progressive understanding of place corresponds to our perception and          
representation of placemaking of Radio Cinema. We comprehend the Radio Cinema as a             
process, with people coming together and interacting with the material and immaterial.  
Overall, “A social constructionist approach to place [...] is [...] interested in the             
particularity of places but only as instances of more general underlying social processes”             
(Cresswell 2014: 56). ​Looking at the social construction of place involves explaining the             
unique attributes of a place. It means that there is a strong link between social structures                
or processes and locality. The circumstances of postmodernism, e.g. technological          
improvements, enables the possibility to identify yourself with factors that are not            
necessarily bound to your locality. Identification factors as race, gender, religion, class etc.             
are not unambiguously defined by one’s geographical placement any longer. Through the            
use of technology, time and space compresses, and allows a break with what Harvey calls               
“territorial place-based identity”. Drawing on David Seamon, Wilken and Goggin puts it            
this way: “rapid societal and technological changes” permit people to “become free of the              
habitual embodiment to place” that, prior to modern networked communications, “had           
always been an integral part of human life everywhere” (Wilken & Goggin 2012: 8). 
From a social constructivist’s perspective, the Radio Cinema can be seen as the             
outcome of power relations on different levels. And the Radio Cinema is a place,              
influenced by a globalized entertainment industry. In our study, though, we are interested             
in the experience of the Radio Cinema. This experience is influenced by power relations              
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on global - and smaller - levels, but we are not so much interested in uncovering these                 
relations.  
 
TECHNOLOGICALLY MEDIATED PLACES 
Geographer David Seamon, in his search for the essence of geographical phenomena,            
expands on the first notion of places as being stable, to being places for bodily mobility.                
Merleau-Ponty says that the experience of being-in-the-world is perceived through the           
body, so Seamon argues that the act of moving around and acting within a place can help                 
better grasp the essence of the place (Seamon 1980: 148). Through researching the             
mobility patterns in places Seamon was looking to find habits that would say something              
about the human understanding of the essence of a particular place (ibid.: 149). In              
studying bodily habits Seamon argues that the research can reach into an unconscious             
tacit embodied knowledge, and here study the experience of being-in-the-world. By           
bringing movement into the research field Seamon adds a temporal dimension to the             
equation (ibid.: 158-9). Leading the phenomenological investigation of place towards of a            
feeling of belonging inside the place by moving inside of it.  
Seamon is studying how people’s movement in place constitutes a place. As            
written above, though, humans are not just moving in place, they also move from place to                
place. And it is not just the humans who move. Goods, information and knowledge are               
also on the move. The latter two foremost on the Internet.  
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 [Fig. 1] Sitting in the Dark  
 
In everyday practise, we communicate, shop, entertain ourselves and work on the            
Internet and much more. We are highly dependent on the Internet and being online. It is                
hard to imagine a world without the countless possibilities provided. That the Internet             
has a massive importance for societal conditions ought to be very clear when living in a                
Western society. 
The importance is also exemplified in the framing of research about the Internet.             
Early studies conceptualised the Internet as a world in itself, separated from the ‘real              
world’, where users can form and change their identities self-determinately (Breidenbach           
2008: 187f). In this understanding, the Internet is a world - or space - without meaning,                
just infrastructure, which can be made meaningful through it’s use (Finnemann 2008: 17).             
Thus it is the user that gives it form and brings it into being. It is the user that creates the                     
“place” and exploits the potential. This resembles the process of placemaking, where            
space is transformed into place through the application of meaning.  
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These studies conceptualised “the internet and digital information as essentially          
disconnected from physical spaces. [...] this logic [...] allowed people to inhabit two places              
at the same time: their own physical space and the remote place of the other [...] person                 
[they communicate with]” (de Souza e Silva & Sutko 2011: 25).  
Place based approaches reject this split of virtual and physical, by arguing that             
they are necessarily connected. Using technology - for instance a computer or a mobile              
phone - as a form of being-in-the-world means being-in-place. Our study of the Radio              
Cinema follows this notion, by conceptualizing place as integrating physical and virtual            
sensory stimuli.  
In conclusion the Internet - and other media technologies - hold an importance             
for place for two reasons. In an increasingly mobile, connected and globalized world the              
very concept of place has changed. Firstly, time-space compression breaks down distances            
and homogenises experience of place around the world. Secondly, and for our study more              
importantly, it changes the experience of being-in-the-world, of being-in-place. The          
question that remains is: How can we phenomenologically understand experiences like           
surfing the web, watching television or listening to podcasts? Where media-technology is            
shaping our experience of being-in-place. 
American philosopher of science and technology, and post-phenomenologist ​Don         
Ihde (2009) introduces the field of ​postphenomenology, ​a modified version of           
phenomenology that embraces what phenomenology has involved into.        
Postphenomenology is a hybrid of classical phenomenology, classical pragmatism and          
science of technologies. Classical phenomenology as described by Merleau-Ponty and          
Heidegger, classical pragmatism representing natural sciences per se, and sciences of           
technologies meaning the studies of concrete devices, technological mediums.  
Starting with pragmatism, this addition can help ​overcome an “idealistic”          
subjectivism embedded in phenomenology (Ihde 2009: 23). Adding technologies to the           
equation is a way of making the study more concrete, an empirical turn of sorts (ibid.:                
20). This combination is what Ihde calls Postphenomenology: “​Nonsubjectivistic and          
interrelational phenomenology along the lines I [Ihde] am now calling          
postphenomenology​” (Ibid.: 11 author’s italics).  
Ihde emphasises to position the investigation of a subjective experience in the            
context of a the person’s (extended) body and surroundings: “Rather than a philosophy             
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of consciousness, pragmatism views experience in a more organism/environmental         
model” (ibid.: 19). The technologies we study can help explain the “technologies can be              
the means by which “consciousness itself” is ​mediated​” (Ibid.: 23 author’s italics).  
To sum up: the heart of phenomenology is the subjective experience of            
being-in-the-world. By adding a pragmatic approach we get a toolset to use            
corresponding to the positivistic tradition of science. Finally, by studying the role of             
technologies in social, personal and cultural life we get a concrete empirical starting point              
from which we can elevate the research from an individual to a more general level.  
In our understanding of the Radio Cinema as a technologically mediated place we             
follow Massey’s notion of place, in the sense that we understand place as something fluid: 
If space is rather a simultaneity of stories-so-far, then places are collection of those stories,               
articulations within the wider power-geometries of space. Their character will be a product of              
these intersections within that wider setting, and of what is made of them. […] And, too, of the                  
non-meetings-up, the disconnections and the relations not established, the exclusions. All this            
contributes to the specificity of place (Massey 2005: 130). 
 
We understand place as a coming together of stories, physicals - stories embedded in              
materiality - and virtual stories - presented through digital media. The stories change,             
some faster and some slower, and with them the place itself.  
By calling the Radio Cinema a ​technologically mediated place, we are not            
primarily trying to describe a key characteristic of the place, but to highlight our              
perspective and our perspective focuses on how the technology effects place from an             
experienced stance.  
Most examples of technology we use in this article could be subsumed under             
the term electronic media. This is mostly because the influence of these on our              
everyday lives is a contested topic today and therefore intuitively understandable.           
Electronic media are not the only technologies fitting our concept though, basically all             
kind of technologies can be conceptualised as influencing our perception of place. For             
instance clothing. Depending on how much clothing we wear, we can perceive the             
same place from being freezing cold to being cold, warm, or even too hot.  
While we would argue that all kinds of technology could be studied from an              
emplaced perspective, depending on the role the involved technologies play for the            
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perception of the place, the approach will be more or less fruitful. In the example of                
clothing, the user is likely ​not focusing on the garment, as long as it fulfils its function                 
as a body-temperature regulator. In the Radio Cinema, on the other hand, the podcasts              
fulfil their function, when the audience is focusing on the stories they tell.  
What both examples share, is that if they work as intended, the technology is              
not perceived as technology. ​This ties in with the concept of ​telepresence ​presented by              
Gary Pettey et al., they describe how the technology can become transparent in the              
engagement between the user, medium and content. They highlight Bracken et al.            
(2008), who offered a definition of telepresence​. “Telepresence requires the use of            
technology and results in a psychological state in which media users voluntarily            
suspend the experience of mediation in order to feel a sense of connection with the               
mediated content they are using (i.e., a part of the action, connected to characters,              
involved in the story line)” (Braken et al. 2008: 4 in: Pettey et al. 2010: 16). If this                  
telepresence becomes realized the user is being psychologically immersed in the           
content, and hence losing awareness of the medium, the technology.  
Even in these moments, when the user is fully immersed in the virtual, the              
physical is not totally absent. As tragically exemplified by an 18-year-old boy, who got so               
immersed in a computer game that he collapsed and died in an Internet cafe after playing                
the game for forty hours straight (Reynolds 2012). He had stopped to care for his basic                
bodily needs.  
This degree of immersion is a rare one, more often the user’s attention is              
distributed over several sources of sensory stimuli. In the case of the Radio Cinema the               
attendees are not only listening to the podcasts aired, but also to the laughter of the                
neighbours, they see the darkened cinema auditorium, they feel the fabric of the cinema              
chairs and much more. Being emplaced, means to perceive all this stimuli simultaneously.  
For our notion of a (technologically mediated) place this means, that a place is the               
coming together of a set of sensory stimuli - some physical and some virtual, some               
technological and some not, some constant and some temporal, some visual, some            
acoustic, some tactile. This plethora of stimuli is perceived on an individual basis, but it is                
at the same time culturally dependent.  
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MOBILE MEDIA 
In the Radio Cinema, a group of people is listening to podcasts together, while staying in                
one location. This is most likely a rare mode of listening to podcasts. It can be assumed                 
that podcasts more often get consumed alone and while moving.  
Electro-acoustic technologies such as loudspeakers, headsets, headphones,       
telephones, and phonographs change the relationship between sound and spatiality          
(Barns 2014: 8). Auditory condition get “torn from their natural sockets and given an              
amplified and independent existence”, says Murray Schafer and calls this ​schizophonic           
(Schafer 2004: 34 in Barns 2014: 9). He notes that vocal sound, for instance, “is no longer                 
tied to a hole in the head but is free to issue from anywhere in the landscape”.  
Both the Radio Cinema and listening to podcasts privately are examples of this             
schizophonic condition in which different sonic worlds are layered on top of each other.              
In the Radio Cinema the auditorium is silent before it is filled with the sounds of the                 
podcasts and the attendees. In everyday life the sound of the podcast, listened to on               
headphones is not just adding a layer, but also covering other sounds. When listening to               
sound on a mobile device the sound is moving with the user. 
 
[Fig. 2] Riding the Train  
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The mobile device, Paul Rodaway would argue, can become part of the body in              
the process of perceiving the place. He stresses how perception has a corporeal             
dimension; “it [perception] is mediated by the body and by the technological extensions             
employed by the body e.g. cars, bicycles, wheelchairs, hearing aid and binoculars, and             
even mundane technology such as clothes” (Rodaway 1994: 11-2). Following this idea,            
technologies become an extension of the bodily perception. Hybrids between subjects           
and objects, humans and nonhumans create, emerge from and constitute the space where             
the sensations are experienced. 
Sarah Barns argues that people re-appropriate their perception of the          
environment through the individual privatised act of listening and isolating the sound by             
using headphones. She explains: "Through her privatized auditory experience the listener           
gets ‘more’ out of the environment, not by interacting with it but precisely by not               
interacting” (Barns 2014: 10). 
Hence the environment can be perceived according to the desire of the user. Barns              
is building on research conducted by professor of sound studies Michael Bull. Bull (2010)              
pinpoints how the contemporary society has become a “headphone culture” (2010: 56).            
He suggests that in an iPod culture, there are overpowering resources to “construct urban              
spaces to our liking as we move through them, enclosed in our pleasurable and privatized               
sound bubbles” (Bull 2007: 9 in: Barnes 2014: 37). These “bubbles” of sound is an example                
of the schizophonic condition of the modern society, Bull says: “iPod users are             
simultaneously connected and disconnected from the urban world that they inhabit.           
Connected through the use of their iPod whilst simultaneously disconnected from the            
physical world through which they move” (Bull 2010: 62).  
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[Fig. 3] Standing Still 
 
By linking Rodaway’s, Barns’ and Bull’s arguments we get to an idea of how the               
mobile device, as an extension of the perceiving body adds an extra layer to the               
experience of a place. Barn’s mentions the possibility for the listener to create one’s own               
physical cinema by curating a collage of sounds when moving through the city. This is               
described as a form of “physical cinema”, where the material world becomes a             
quasi-cinematic “image” to the mobile soundtrack (Barns 2014: 11). Here the listener            
re-appropriates the sights of the place and incorporates them into the narrative of the              
story mediated through the mobile device. Somehow the connection made of the            
technology between the person in a place and the story becomes “transparent”.  
It is debateable if the experience of listening to sounds, while moving through a              
physical setting is experienced as suggested by Barns (2014). Mobile media definitely            
allow us to consume sound when you want and where you want, as long as you bring                 
your cell phone or MP3-player. People can create a bubble, cut off from the sound of                
their physical place. The listeners can curate their own experiences of place.  
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In the Radio Cinema the attendees are sharing a technologically mediated place.            
The unity of location and place is preserved. In the use of mobile technology this unity                
gets divided. Mobile technology allows the individuals to construct their own place. On             
the other side, sharing a location does not necessarily mean to share a place. Or with                
Michel Foucault: “We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of               
juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispersed”              
(Foucault 1984: 1). 
To understand the rise of mobile technology use as leading to an individualization             
of place, is too simplified for two reasons: Firstly, the selection of the sounds we hear, to                 
individualize our experience, is guided by their availability and popularity. So the            
soundscapes produced by the mobile audio devices might be less individualistic than the             
physical soundscape. Secondly, technology is constructing new forms of communities:  
 
MP3 users live in world of mediated we-ness. The consumption of mechanically reproduced             
music increasingly functioned as an effective substitute for a desired sense of connectivity that              
modern culture lacked. ‘We-ness’ refers to the substitution of technologically mediated forms of             
experience for direct experience (Bull 2010: 62).  
 
Bull deciphers this practice of listening as an indication of an individualised society             
seeking or lacking a sense of collectivity.  
In the case of the Radio Cinema the technologically mediated we-ness, formed            
through the habit of listening to podcasts, is not standing still in virtuality, but leading to                
the physical meeting in the cinema.  
If the genesis of a place like the Radio Cinema can be explained by arguing that in                 
“the middle of all this flux, people desperately need a bit of peace and quiet (Massey 2013:                 
150) as Bull suggests above, stays an open question. But it is certain, that the options to                 
create (technologically mediated) places are influenced by technological development.         
And it is important to study and conceptualise these options.  
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[Fig. 4] Working Together  
 
SENSORY ETHNOGRAPHY 
Until here, we developed a framework to understand our being-in-the-world as emplaced            
and places as technologically mediated. This also implies that these technologically           
mediated places are constructed by the individual on a subjective basis. How is it possible               
to study and conceptualise these individual, embodied constructions? And how can they            
be represented?  
The scientific methodology and process of conveying the subjective experience is           
still undergoing debate. In elaborating on the phenomenological approach of place Sarah            
Pink (2009) suggests the term ​emplaced ethnography ​to reflect upon the method as apart              
of the approach itself: “ ​emplaced ethnography that attends to the question of experience             
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by accounting for the relationships between bodies, minds and the materiality and            
sensoriality of the environment” (Pink 2009: 25).  
She adds the importance of the researcher to recognise his/her own inevitable            
presence within the data collection and handling: “It is now frequently recognised that we              
need to investigate the emplacement of the people who participate in our ethnographic             
research. It is equally important for ethnographers to acknowledge their own           
emplacement as individuals in and as part of specific research contexts“ (ibid.: 25).  
Pink is proposing a theory of place and space that can enable us to understand               
both these processes and the emplacement of the ethnographer. This theory presents            
more than simply an affinity between the study of the senses and the study of               
place-making or place (ibid.: 29). Pink develops a focus on place that works as:  
 
An analytical construct to conceptualise fundamental aspects of how both ethnographers and            
participants in ethnographic research are emplaced in social, sensory and material contexts,            
characterised by, and productive of, particular power configurations that they experience           
through their whole bodies and that are constantly changing (even if in very minor ways) (ibid.:                
33).  
 
In this way we, as researchers, are creating ​ethnographic places when communicating            
about our research to others. Not authentic places but the representation of the place,              
obtained through research (ibid.: 42).  
Merleau-Ponty is also articulating problems when conveying the results of the           
research. Pointing out an important discrepancy of the objective thought and subjectivity            
of perception. These, he argues, are processes communicating information in two very            
different languages (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 207). Therefore it becomes problematic for the           
researcher to present the results of a phenomenological investigation. Because the goal of             
phenomenological approach is to include all sensory information to convey the essence            
of the place. To look at the whole truth. No matter how broad the study is, or claims to                   
be, the scientific act itself seeks to present patterns. It wishes to include and exclude and                
not as Merleau-Ponty wishes, to present a full account of the experience.  
Merleau-Ponty’s solution is to turn to more artistic methods of conveying           
meaning (Merleau-Ponty 1993: 22). Art has a language, which is not limited by a              
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“paradigmatic” way of thinking. “Paradigmatic” referring here to a factional model of            
describing knowledge, the attempt to fulfil an ideal of formal and mathematical system of              
description and explanation as described by Psychologist Jerome S. Bruner (1986: 12).            
Especially the moving image, the film medium is a preferred vessel to represent and              
present the experience of being in a place. Because this way through sound and vision,               
the viewer can come as close as possible to the feeling of being in the place                
(Merleau-Ponty 1993: 22). Pink is also pointing to the film medium as a preferred way of                
presenting the research, amongst photography and audio recording (Pink 2015: 126). We            
will return to this point later, in our account of non-representational theory, when we              
argue that alternative way(s) of representing research can help enhance an understanding            
of the topic.  
 
NON-REPRESENTATIONAL THEORY 
In order to study (technologically mediated) places, we suggest to following Pink’s            
concept of a sensory ethnography. The question that remains is how to communicate a              
research. Research is traditionally understood as the “process of describing,          
understanding, and explaining an empirical reality” (Vannini 2015). In the process of            
constructing an ethnographic place (Pink 2009), all three stages are included.  
Sarah Pink encourages sensory ethnographers to seek to appropriate ways of           
communicating the experiences and accounts of sensory knowing and emplacement and           
this calls for more experimental engagement in production of work that is at once              
theoretical and substantial (Pink 2015: 164). The same urge for creative - and perhaps              
new - methods also echoes in non-representational theory.  
The first author to define non-representational theory was Nigel Thrift (2008           
[1996]) in a volume of ​Spatial Formation​, where he tied together several concepts that              
were central to his thinking at that time: practice, space-time, the subject and agency              
(Waterton 2013: 67). Another scholar that actively laid some of the founding stones of              
non-representational is Hayden Lorimer (2005), who suggested to use the term           
more-than-representational theory instead, which might seem more adequate to sum up           
some of the scientific attempts to describe how to “cope with our self-evidently             
more-than-human, more-than-textual, multi sensual worlds” (ibid.: 66). 
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To introduce non-representational theory, Nigel Thrift (2008 [1996]: 5-18)         
formulates seven core principles. Phillip Vannini (2015) engages with these seven tenets            
in his introduction to the book ​Non-representational Methodologies: Re-envisioning         
Research​ and concludes: 
 
His seven principles [...] are to be understood as a tentative formation of a new intellectual                
landscape that is liable to enliven - through the ‘application of a series of procedures and                
techniques of expression’ - a new hybrid: a science/art that works as an interpretive ‘supplement               
to the ordinary, a sacrament for the everyday, a hymn to the superfluous’. Neither laws nor root                 
images, the principles work as exercises in creative production and as ‘practices of vocation’              
meant for an imprecise science more concerned with hope for politico-epistemic renewal than             
validity (Vannini 2015: 2-3). 
  
An example for a research based on non-representational theory is Vannini and Taggart’s             
study of the Gabriola Island in Canada (Vannini & Taggart 2012). In the study Vannini               
describes the island by inviting the reader to retrace several situations on the island.              
Photographer Taggart is contributing by accompanying videos to the paper. His videos            
are made available on the social media channel YouTube and are linked to the reader by                
links in their article. 
 
As the ferry docks and her traffic unloads, the foot passengers waiting to board look at the                 
drivers heading uphill to see who is coming. Visualize a few smiles and waves, as the deckhand                 
attending to the gate seems more focused on catching up with his buddies going to town, than                 
on directing drivers or holding footsies in place. After all, they both know how to find their way.                  
Visualize Julie, suddenly arriving to the waiting area, scrambling out of her car, as the insistent                
‘ping’ reminds her to buckle up a seat belt she doesn’t need. ‘Is anyone going by the library in                   
Nanaimo?’ she hollers at no one in particular. ‘I forgot to return this book, and it’s due today,’                  
she pleads. Someone you don’t know picks it up – they’re going downtown anyway. Julie thanks                
the couple with a hug. Even books circulate differently around here. Visualize how islanders do               
that. Visualize what this way of moving does to a place, to an island (Vannini & Taggart 2012:                  
226). 
 
Focussing on the practices of the islanders, Vannini & Taggart are engaging with the              
question: ”how do you do your island?” instead of asking: “what is an island?” (ibid.: 235).                
Doing so, Vannini argues that the islanders not only construct the island through their              
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practices, but that they are the same: “we view inhabitants and islands as one and the                
same” (ibid.). 
Vannini conceptualises the islanders’ performance of the island as islandness - “a            
type of situated affect or feeling” (ibid.: 236). This means, that the island is influenced:  
 
by the ways you have become socialized to understand and appreciate its sounds, sights,              
textures, flavours, and scents, by the ways inhabitants’ sensibilities may differ from others,’ by              
the lessons and intuitions they have acquired in adapting to their place, by their orientations to                
movement, rest, and encounter, their speeds, and rhythms (ibid.). 
 
In our framing of technologically mediated places in general and of the Radio Cinema in               
particular, we are interested in how the users or attendees experience the place and go               
along with a non-representational perspective, that the place is becoming through the            
practices of the users.  
Furthermore Vannini is - by quoting Ingold - using the concept of affordances to              
describe the character of the island: “An island [...] ‘owes its character to the experiences               
it affords to those who spend time there – to the sights, sounds, and indeed smells that                 
constitute its specific ambience. And these in turn depend on the kinds of activities in               
which its inhabitants engage’” (Ingold 2000: 192 in: Vannini and Taggart 2012: 237). 
By understanding the character of a place as determined by its affordances or             
affects, the very materiality of a place get’s highlighted, by eroding differences between             
object and subject. This notion is inspired by concepts related to Actor-Network-Theory,            
but non-representational theory and our approach are human centred, in the sense, that             
we are interested in people’s experience.  
As the name non-representational theory suggests, is the engaging with questions           
of representation as a key theme, this constituted in two points: 
Firstly non-representational theory is critically questioning the ability to present          
embodied experiences in writing. As alternatives research can be communicated through           
poetry, photography, dance, video, sound, art installations or any of the other research             
communication modes, technology and media available in the twenty-first century          
(Vannini 2015: 9). Vannini is collaborating with the photographer Taggart for his study of              
the Gabriola Island. Matthew Gandy edits his book ​The Acoustic City - ​about urban              
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soundscapes - together with the sound and recording artist BJ Nielsen, who contributes             
with a CD to the study. And Bruno Latour collaborated with visual artist and              
photographer Emilie Hermant to present ​Paris ville invisible ​(1998). It could be said, that              
there is kind of a trend in and outside of non-representational theory to include              
non-written media to communicate research. To communicate our study of the Radio            
Cinema, we use text, pictures, sounds and podcasts. Using podcasts makes it possible for              
us to convey the embodied experience of listening to podcasts. In the case of              
technologically mediated places, using technology offers the chance to communicate          
embodied experiences and stimulate tacit knowledge, which could not be conveyed           
verbally. And secondly, as Lorimer suggests: 
 
focus [in non-representational enquiries] falls on how life takes shape and gains expression in              
shared experiences, everyday routines, fleeting encounters, embodied movements, precognitive         
triggers, practical skills, affective intensities, enduring urges, unexceptional interactions and          
sensuous dispositions…which escape from the established academic habit of striving to uncover            
meanings and values that apparently await our discovery, interpretation, judgment and ultimate            
representation (Lorimer 2005: 84, cited in Simpson 2010). 
 
Practice is primary, and “if practice is primary then we cannot point to a world amenable                
to mental representation beyond those practices constitutive of it” (Cadman 2009: 4).            
This means that the meaning of a place can only be understood from an emplaced,               
practising perspective. Vannini and Taggart (2012) therefore refrain from explaining why           
doing islandness feels the way it does.  
For our study of the Radio Cinema we suggest a different approach. While we              
agree, that the meaning of a place is emplaced, we would argue that in a mobile and                 
connected world our making sense of the world is also influenced culturally and these              
influences are not location bound, but mobile, as in the example of communication             
technologies.  
Therefore to further analyse the presentation of technologically mediated places,          
we suggest to understand the affects of a place - including human and non-human actors               
- as narratives. This allows a processual and contingent understanding of place, while             
offering more links for change and thereby following Thrift’s call:  
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Nonrepresentational theory‘[...] [is] meant to sensitize social scientists to the fact that they are              
there to hear the world and make sure that it can speak back, just as much as they are there to                     
produce wild ideas, to render the world problematic by elaborating questions, and to open              
research and theorizing to: more action, more imagination, more light, more fun, even (Thrift              
2008: 17-18). 
 
The animations that non-representational researchers strive to produce and present can           
be seen as attempts to communicate affects from the place of the researcher to the place                
of the reader, listener, watcher, toucher. To frame a study as one ​sensing the world,               
stresses the contingency of (scientific) knowledge and the diversity of ways of knowing.  
 
The non-representational idea that there are other diverse ways of knowing (e.g. see Hinchcliffe,              
2000) is perhaps more than anything else at the core of the ethos of animation. By animating                 
lifeworlds non-representational research styles aim to enliven rather than report, to render            
rather than represent, to resonate rather than validate, to rupture and re-imagine rather than to               
faithfully describe, to generate possibilities of encounter rather than construct representative           
ideal types (see Thrift and Dewsbury 2000) (Vannini 2015: 15). 
 
The power of the precognitive plays a part as a performative technology for adaptive              
living, as an instrument of sensation, experience, imagination, play and a life-force            
fuelling the excesses and the embodied rituals of everyday living. Bodies are emphasised             
as important to the non-representational researcher. They are considered particularly          
important because of their affectual capacities (Vannini 2015: 4-7). Because bodies are            
vessels with sensory capacities they are tuned in to perceiving affect in the assemblage of               
the emplaced, it is the non-representational researcher's task to evoke this knowledge. To             
Lorimer affect’s are: properties, competencies, modalities, energies, attunements,        
arrangements and intensities of differing texture, temporality, velocity and spatiality, that           
act on bodies, are produced through bodies and transmitted by bodies (Lorimer 2008:             
552).  
In the epistemological and ontological vortex of the object centred          
actor-network-theory, which is used to frame non-representational research projects,         
affect come closer to assembling the notion of translation (relation) than the notion of              
actant (object, subject, social group or institution), but inevitably subjectivity and           
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intersubjectivity plays major parts in processing the affectual onflow that is situated            
tacitly. If affect is to be conceptualised as described above it can be perceived as               
something that is sensuously experienced in time-space compression. It is not an            
extrasensory mode of perception, rather precognitive. Something that precedes context          
by being very close to the actual practice of doing.  
  
CONCLUSION 
We argue that in today’s Western societies technology is increasingly impacting the            
experience of our being-in-the-world. On one hand this leads to shrinking distances, a             
globalised trade of culture and goods and an increase in people’s motility. On the other               
hand, we suggest, it also changes the way we perceive our lifeworlds, because we              
increasingly sense mediated places through technology. Therefore the question we are           
engaging with in this article is how we can frame and study the experience of using                
technologies.  
Engaging with the question from a geographical perspective, we follow the           
humanistic geographers, who follow Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Martin Heidegger in          
their conceptualization of our being-in-the-world as necessarily in-place. This means that           
the use of technology is emplaced.  
These first concepts of place understand place as something static and enduring,            
becoming through its uniqueness. The technological development, we presented as the           
reason for this article, makes a static notion of place out-dated.  
Massey conceptualises place as something progressive, as a thrown-togetherness.         
Place is something fluid, which is the outcome of power relations on different levels.              
Seamon - in a similar fashion - sees mobility at the core of his concept of place. He                  
argues, by reconnecting to phenomenological theories, that it is through movements that            
people construct a place.  
But people are not only moving in place, but also from one place to another. And                
so do goods and information, with the latter being increasingly distributed on the             
Internet. The Internet provides new opportunities, which lets some research frame it as a              
virtual space, disconnected from the limitations of physicality.  
We agree that the Internet has a great impact on our lives, but, returning to               
phenomenology, suggest to frame technology as part of inhabited physical places. To            
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highlight the influence of technology, we introduce the concept of technologically           
mediated place, which we understand as a ​coming together of a set of sensory stimuli -                
some physical and some virtual, some technological and some not, some constant and             
some temporal, some visual, some acoustic, some tactile.  
In order to study them we turn to Sarah Pink’s sensory ethnography. To study an               
emplaced experience, Pink suggests to construct an ethnographic place, which resembles           
the real place studied. This approach triggers questions about representation. 
To frame the presentation of a study of a technologically mediated place, we look              
at non-representational theory. Non-representational theory rejects representation in two         
aspects. Firstly, it suggests using non-text-based methods to present studies about           
embodied experiences and secondly it refuses to understand meaning as primarily           
constituted through representation and therefore understands meaning as being part of           
practise. In this way non-representational theory can be understood as a           
more-than-representational theory (Lorimer 2008).  
We follow non-representational theory insofar that we understand the         
communication of our research as a presentation, which shows possible understandings           
rather than truth. But in order to further analyse a technologically mediated place, we              
conceptualise the multi-sensorial affects of a place as narratives.  
So far we retraced the line of arguments conveyed in this article. The question              
remaining is: What are the advantages of the concept of technologically mediated places? 
Firstly, it provides a possible framing for understanding technology from an           
emplaced perspective - a neglected perspective in the social sciences (Willken & Goggin             
2012: 4).  
Secondly, this perspective allows to better understanding how technologies         
influence our lives. Today the influence of technology is often evaluated one-sided. Some             
see technology as a solution to all our problems - Morozow calls this technological              
solutionism. Others see technology as the source for a loss of cultural diversity and              
leading to isolation. The presented approach allows estimating the influence of           
technology in everyday situations more precisely. 
Thirdly, by understanding the use of technology as emplaced and an emplaced            
situation as multi-sensorial, while conceptualising the affects of a place as narratives,            
enables us to integrate different senses equally.  
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And fourthly, to multi-modally present a place as narratives lowers the barrier for             
readers with diverse backgrounds and can help to foster trans-disciplinary projects.  
This brings us back to the study of the Radio Cinema - the event that triggered                
this article. Framing the Radio Cinema as a technologically mediated place makes it             
possible to study the event from an emplaced perspective. The media used in the Radio               
Cinema - podcasts - and the lack of light invites an acoustically biased study, which               
focuses on the acoustic qualities of the event. In this sense a study of the Radio Cinema                 
could be presented as a study, which opposes visual bias in research. We refrain from               
such a positioning, as we understand technologically mediated places as sensory           
balanced.  
Analysing the sensory stimuli present at the Radio Cinema as narratives allows us             
to interweave them into one experience. The experience we convey should be understood             
- based on non-representational methodology - as a contingent presentation, which           
proposes a possible understanding.  
The interest that led to our study of the Radio Cinema was driven by an interest                
to understand the event. It was not our goal to improve the qualities of the experience.                
Still we suggest, that the methodology offers possibilities to be used in such a way.  
The question that remains after this article is how the theoretically developed            
approach presented in this article is working when actually being implemented.  
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